AGENDA ITEM
JOINT PUBLIC HEARING
SYLVAN LAKE INTERMUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IDP)
November 21, 2020
BACKGROUND
Currently, no regional Intermunicipal Development Plan (IDP) exists between all
municipalities surrounding Sylvan Lake to ensure a coordinated approach to growth
and development for the benefit of the community.
The partnering municipalities including Lacombe County, Red Deer County, Town of
Sylvan Lake, Summer Village of Birchcliff, Summer Village of Halfmoon Bay, Summer
Village of Jarvis Bay, Summer Village of Norglenwold, and the Summer Village of
Sunbreaker Cove identified the need to create an IDP in 2017, and have been
diligently working on the project since.
The final draft of the Sylvan Lake IDP has been completed (attached as Appendix A).

WHAT IS AN INTERMUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IDP)?
An IDP is a provincially required plan designed to foster cooperation between
municipalities on planning and development. The result of an IDP is that future
development occurs in an integrated and efficient manner. The provincial government
requires that all municipalities with shared boundaries complete an IDP, unless the
municipalities mutually agree not to complete an IDP.

WHAT IT IS NOT?
The Sylvan Lake IDP is a new type of policy for some of the Partner Municipalities,
and so being clear about the project scope is helpful to understand. The Sylvan Lake
IDP is not:
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•
•
•
•

Annexation or amalgamation process;
A process that can change land uses directly;
A process that will impact taxes; or
A plan for the waterbody of Sylvan Lake (it is a plan for the land surrounding
Sylvan Lake).

PLAN SUMMARY
A plan summary is provided to highlight key aspects of the Sylvan Lake IDP.
PROJECT VISION
To create a fair, equitable, transparent IDP that protects the environmental assets,
ensures development supports the region, and honours the diversity and uniqueness
of the five summer villages, two counties, and one town.
The Sylvan Lake IDP works toward common goals while respecting the unique
interests of each municipality, and also:
•
•
•

sets the policy framework for coordinating future land uses and development
between the municipalities;
builds upon the wealth of existing planning documents that provide strong
background information; and
results in an agreement between the municipalities on how to work together to
manage lands related to future development areas, environmental
considerations, recreation, transportation and infrastructure, and continuing
collaborative relationships.

LAND USE
The Sylvan Lake IDP is based on the Partner Municipality’s existing, approved
statutory plans. Therefore, the land use categories reflect already approved growth
policies for the Plan Area.
Specific policies have been developed based on existing statutory plans for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All areas
Developed/Urban Areas
Proposed Norglenwold Annexation Area
Agriculture
Lower Density Residential
Residential
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•
•
•
•

Commercial
Recreation
Industrial
Potential Joint Development Area

Aspects of land use policy that are not specifically drawn from existing statutory plans,
but from common practices in the Study Area include:
•
•

Transition strategies between land uses
New Confined Feeding Operations shall not be allowed within the overlay area

ENVIRONMENT
The watershed is a significant asset for the Partner Municipalities and a primary
component of the Sylvan Lake IDP. The Sylvan Lake IDP outlines policies for
consistent environmental assessments, environmental reserve and development
setbacks for all development around the lake based on best practices in Alberta.
Throughout engagement, the consistent underlying theme has been protection of
natural features in the area.
The policies focus on:
•
•
•
•

Environmental Assessments: providing a common practice for requiring
environmental assessments as part of redesignations with a staged approach
Environmentally Significant Areas: requiring a higher standard of
Environmental Assessment for lands with Environmentally Significant Areas
Support between the Partner Municipalities to develop an Environmentally
Significant Areas map and a Natural Areas Management Plan for the Plan Area
Environmental Reserve and Development Setbacks from Sylvan Lake and
Tributaries: establishing common development standards for each type of
development process

RECREATION
Regional trails and lake access were identified as significantly important through the
public engagement sessions. Support was expressed for a future trail to be developed
around the whole of Sylvan Lake and connected trails and pathways within municipal
boundaries as well as any additional future regional trails that may be considered.
There is also a desire for additional formal lake access points to responsibly manage
lake access.
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Over 65% of respondents to the Phase 1 pubic survey support the development of a
regional trail around the lake. Throughout Phase 1 and Phase 3, providing increased
boat access has come up as a consistent theme.
The policies focus on:
•
•
•

Trails: development of a regional trail plan and appropriate partnerships for
implementation
Recreation Planning: support to develop a regional recreation, parks and open
space master plan
Recreational Boat Access: agreement to undertake a lake access management
plan that would address the design of two specific lake access sites, costsharing, and informal lake access management

INFRASTRUCTURE
The Sylvan Lake IDP provides a common approach and minimum standards for
infrastructure that either directly affects Sylvan Lake and its watershed, or that crosses
municipal boundaries.
The policies focus on:
•

•

•

•

Stormwater management:
o Development applications to address potential flood risk
o Suspended solids
o Stormwater facilities minimum standards
o Erosion and Sediment Control
Water servicing:
o Coordinated development standards and expectations for groundwater
o Advocacy for proactive watershed-based groundwater monitoring
Wastewater servicing:
o Development minimum standards for wastewater options
o Requirements to connect to the functioning regional wastewater system
as appropriate
Transportation:
o Development of a regional Transportation Master Plan
o Coordination between municipalities for design, construction and
maintenance
o Development minimum standards for Transportation Impact
Assessments
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SHARED MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Each Partner Municipality provides a wide range of services for residents, businesses,
and visitors in the Plan Area and are currently collaborating extensively. The current
services offered by the Partner Municipalities are working and are expected to support
future development and growth in the Plan Area. The intent of the Sylvan Lake IDP is
to support those existing arrangements and provide an opportunity to enhance service
delivery options when needed.
The policies focus on:
•

Collaboration and continued support on initiatives related to economic
development, recreation, cultural, emergency and health services.

COLLABORATION, PLAN ADMINISTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of the plan is key to success.
Ongoing and agreed upon processes to support the plan are necessary and the
policies have considered:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

General communication values and expectations
Agreement to address cost-sharing of future initiatives
Creation of an ongoing IDP Committee to implement and amend the plan
Legislative expectations:
o the precedence of the Sylvan Lake IDP over Municipal Development
Plans, and other lower order statutory plans
o Agreement that the policies are minimum standards and that any
municipality with higher standards (more rigorous or specific) will
continue to use the higher standards.
Annexation: enables the proposed Norglenwold annexation
Referrals: provides clear process for referrals of plans and development
applications between the Partner Municipalities
Conflict Resolution: provide clear process for dealing with conflicts between the
Partner Municipalities using direct negotiation, mediation and binding
arbitration, if required.
Implementation Plan: initial prioritization and implementation assessment of the
future projects to be undertaken.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
PHASE 1
Phase 1 engagement was completed during the early stages of the project
(November-December 2018) to help understand the priorities of people who live,
work, and recreate in the area. This feedback guided the vision and focus areas
within the draft Sylvan Lake IDP.
Engagement by the Numbers:
•
•
•
•

Public Survey: 61 responses
Public Open House: 59 participants
Online Interactive Mapping: 27 responses
Stakeholder Meeting/Interviews: 11 participants

PHASE 2
Phase 2 compiled the feedback that was gathered in Phase 1 to create the first
draft of the Sylvan Lake IDP.
PHASE 3
Phase 3 engagement was completed in November-December 2019 to receive
input on the draft Sylvan Lake IDP. The Partner Municipalities value and respect
community member perspectives and considered all submissions.
Engagement by the Numbers:
•
•

Public Feeback (Surveys and email/in person/mailed submissions): 103
responses
Public Open House: 90 participants

All feedback was considered for updates to the draft plan, and, where agreed to
by the Partner Municipalities, changes have been incorporated in the current draft
Sylvan Lake IDP.
The What We Did Table below is a summary of common feedback themes that
emerged through the Phase 3 engagement. Each theme was assessed by how
many respondents shared a similar perspective, and whether it was appropriate to
revise the draft Sylvan Lake IDP.
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RESIDENTIAL DENSITY RATIONALE
One of the key concerns from the Phase 3 engagement was in regard to the higher
density residential land use. It was recognized that the label of higher
density residential is misleading for many members of the public. The land uses
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are based upon already approved statutory plans, and reference the statutory
plans for the specific policies that apply; therefore the uses cannot be changed.
In the Red Deer County portions of the plan, the existing Sylvan Lake/Red Deer
County IDP has identified these lands as residential. By labelling it as higher
density in the Sylvan Lake IDP it seemed like a departure from the existing plan. In
the Lacombe County portion of the plan, the lands are only considered higher
density than the lower density residential; however, the density is only 2 units per
acre, which, by planning standards is very low density.
The Partner Municipalities have decided to follow the labeling of the highest order
statutory plan – the existing Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County IDP.

FIRST READINGS
Each of the below noted bylaws are to adopt the proposed Sylvan Lake IDP. The
public hearing is intended to allow all interested parties to address the municipal
Councils on the Sylvan Lake IDP Bylaws.
Bylaw No. 1801/2020 received first reading on February 10, 2020 by the Town of
Sylvan Lake and on October 12, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council
Meeting November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Bylaw No. 1319/20 received first reading on February 13, 2020 by Lacombe County
and on October 8, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council Meeting
November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Bylaw No. 2020/4 received first reading on February 18, 2020 by Red Deer County
and on October 13, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council Meeting
November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Bylaw No. 223-20 received first reading on February 20, 2020 by Summer Village
of Birchcliff and on October 15, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council
Meeting November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Bylaw No. 154-20 received first reading on March 2, 2020 by Summer Village of Half
Moon Bay and on October 19, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council
Meeting November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Bylaw No. 173-20 received first reading on February 4, 2020 by Summer Village of
Jarvis Bay and on October 6, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council
Meeting November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
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Bylaw No. 254-20 received first reading on February 28, 2020 by Summer Village
of Norglenwold and on October 16, 2020 received approval to hold a Special Council
Meeting November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Bylaw No. 146-20 received first reading on February 3, 2020 by Summer Village of
Sunbreaker Cove and on October 14, 2020 received approval to hold a Special
Council Meeting November 21, 2020 for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.

LEGISLATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES
Section 631 of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000 cM-26 (as amended),
requires two or more Councils of municipalities with common boundaries to prepare
and adopt an IDP to provide more detailed planning direction for the development of
lands within a common boundary.
An IDP is expected to provide the municipalities with a comprehensive long range land
use plan that reduces potential development conflicts, addresses other community
concerns and provides a framework for ongoing consultation in areas of mutual
interest. An IDP must address:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the future land use within the area,
the manner of and the proposals for future development in the area,
the provision of transportation systems for the area, either generally or
specifically,
the co-ordination of intermunicipal programs relating to the physical,
social and economic development of the area,
environmental matters within the area, either generally or specifically,
and
any other matter related to the physical, social or economic development
of the area that the councils consider necessary,

and must include:
•
•
•

a procedure to be used to resolve or attempt to resolve any conflict
between the municipalities that have adopted the plan,
a procedure to be used, by one or more municipalities, to amend or
repeal the plan, and
provisions relating to the administration of the plan.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
In accordance with the requirements of the Municipal Government Act, notice of the
joint public hearing was published in the following local newspapers:
Lacombe County News

October 16, 2020

Red Deer County News

November 3, 2020

Sylvan Lake News

November 5 and November 12, 2020

Notice of the public hearing has been sent to surrounding landowners, has been
posted on the project website (www.sylvanlakeidp.com), and has been posted on
the Partnering Municipalities websites. Notice was also circulated on social media
(Facebook/Twitter).
Notice of the public hearing was also sent to all other interested agencies to invite
their comments.

RESPONSES
At the time of writing this report, written submissions were received by the following
agencies (attached as Appendix B):
•
•

Alberta Transportation
Alberta Health Services

At the time of writing this report, written submissions were received from the
following members of the public (attached as Appendix C):
•
•

Joel Mann
Janice Heck

Written submissions received after writing this report (but before the end of day
November 20) will be circulated to all Councils.
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1.0 Introduction

Message from the Steering Committee
The vision of an Intermunicipal Development Plan for the eight municipalities surrounding Sylvan Lake has been
decades in the making. Over the years, we have worked together on many initiatives including water quality and
cumulative effects research; a boat launch strategy, and continuously building relationships with one another. The
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is another collaborative effort that we can celebrate together. It will
act as a guide for the future.
The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan represents a collective view of the Plan Area, agreement to
protecting the environment and balanced development, and maintain a high quality of life for residents. It is a
commitment between our municipalities to set consistent development standards that support the future viability of
the environment and each community.
The Partner Municipalities respectfully acknowledge that we are situated on Treaty 6 territory, the traditional lands
of First Nations and Métis people.
We value the lands that make up our communities; place great importance on being good neighbours; and honour

FT

the diversity of our communities. We are not all the same, and through this Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development
Plan we share best practices and lesson learned through the years. This plan is a milestone on the path. One that
we celebrate for its commitments, and will actively use in our relationships going forward.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND
The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is a
collaborative effort of eight municipalities surrounding
Sylvan Lake in Central Alberta. The purpose of the
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is to
collectively protect the environment and watersheds,
enable appropriate development, and support the
diversity of municipalities in the Plan Area. The Sylvan
Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan meets and / or
exceeds the legislative requirements in the Municipal
Government Act and includes a framework for ongoing collaboration.

an Intermunicipal Development Plan, but that was not
realized at the time. The Intermunicipal Development
Plan is a formal, statutory plan and is focused on
land-based decisions in the Plan Area (broader
than the Sylvan Lake watershed). The Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan is focused on setting
clear expectations and agreements as to:
• How development will proceed in the Plan Area;
• How the environment will be protected;
• What support services including recreation,
infrastructure and programming will be required

The eight municipalities have worked together for

to accommodate the development; and
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decades on issues related to Sylvan Lake. As early

as 1986, the eight municipalities adopted by resolution

• How the Partner Municipalities will continue to
work together in the future.

the Sylvan Lake Management Plan which laid out
expectations for responsible land use and development

not a statutory plan. Subsequent work included the

Sylvan Lake Water Quality Assessment and Watershed
Management

The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
has a twenty-year timeframe and reflects currently
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around Sylvan Lake, and was updated in 2000, but is

Considerations,

2005;

Cumulative

Effects Management Plan, Phase 1, 2013 and Phase 2,
2015); and Sylvan Lake Boat Launch Access Strategy,

2016. The eight municipalities continue to participate
in the Sylvan Lake Management Committee, which is
an advisory committee to the municipal councils, with

expected development conditions around Sylvan
Lake. It is a living document that will be updated and
adjusted over time to continuously be relevant and
reflective of the Plan Area.
The Partner Municipalities involved in the Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan include:

the purpose of “working together as urban and rural

• Lacombe County

neighbours to maintain the Sylvan Lake Watershed

• Red Deer County

as a pristine lake and watershed”, and to implement
the Sylvan Lake Management Plan and other studies

• Summer Village of Birchcliff

undertaken by the Committee.

• Summer Village of Half Moon Bay

The intent of the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

• Summer Village of Jarvis Bay

Development Plan is to meet the requirements of

• Summer Village of Norglenwold

the Municipal Government Act, and to replace the
Sylvan Lake Management Plan. The original intent
of the Sylvan Lake Management Plan was to create
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

• Summer Village of Sunbreaker Cove
• Town of Sylvan Lake
Page 3

1.2 THE PARTNER MUNICIPALITIES
1.2.1 Lacombe County

1.2.3 Summer Village of Birchcliff

Lacombe County is an attractive, balanced and

Birchcliff was the second Summer Village to be

progressive community, situated in the heart of Central

incorporated on Sylvan Lake on January 1, 1972.

Alberta. It is a diverse municipality with a variety of

Seasonal cabins date back to the 1920’s when the area

agricultural operations, industrial developments and

consisted of Viewpoint and Sunnyside. The subdivision

small businesses, as well as a vibrant petrochemical

of Birch Bay was developed in the 1950’s, followed

and oil and gas industry. With numerous post-

by Sprucecliff in 1963. A unique aspect of Birchcliff is

secondary institutions nearby, including the Burman

the Sunnyside Pentecostal Camp (a Christian retreat

University in the City of Lacombe and Red Deer

center offering family-oriented activities year-round).

College, the County boasts a skilled and educated
labour force. Lacombe County boasts a variety of
recreational amenities: beaches, lakes, trail systems,

Population within Plan Area

1,001

Private Dwellings

418

117

Private Dwellings

98

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.
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parks, natural areas and golf courses.

Population

1.2.4 Summer Village of Half Moon Bay
The land that Half Moon Bay is now situated on

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.

was Crown Land until 1947, when Helge Samuel
Abrahamson bought it under the Homestead Act and
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1.2.2 Red Deer County

remained there until 1960. He then sold 30 acres to

Red Deer County offers a wide range of lifestyles,

Dave McCutcheon and Paul Galoien, who had the

industries, and opportunities. Its location along

property subdivided into three crescents and one

Alberta’s

offers

street. Half Moon Bay was incorporated as a Summer

a significant amount of opportunity for business

Village on November 7, 1977 and became effective on

development and investment. Red Deer County is a

January 1, 1978. This made Half Moon Bay the 35th

region with unprecedented growth. Major employers

Summer Village to be formed in Alberta.

busiest

transportation

corridor

include the oil and gas sector, agriculture as well as
public sector employment.
Population within Plan Area

748

Private Dwellings

230

Population

42

Private Dwellings

56

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.
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1.2.5 Summer Village of Jarvis Bay

1.2.7 Summer Village of Sunbreaker Cove

The Summer Village of Jarvis Bay was incorporated

The name Sunbreaker Cove comes from combining

on January 1, 1986. Jarvis Bay is a seasonal residential

Sunhaven, The Breakers and Glenn’s Cove. Glenn’s

community. Recent years have shown an increase in

Cove was named for an old farmstead that originally

new residential lots, redevelopment of properties as

was in the vicinity of the present-day village.

well as the introduction of municipal services. Jarvis
Bay is a residential community that seeks to maintain
the quality of life they currently enjoy, for seasonal
and permanent residents alike. Its attraction is the

Population

81

Private Dwellings

240

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.

recreational and open space atmosphere with basic
amenities.

1.2.8 Town of Sylvan Lake

Population

213

Sylvan Lake is a vibrant lakeside community with a high

Private Dwellings

136

quality of living that respects the environment, provides

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.

diverse economic opportunities, and values efficient,

1.2.6 Summer Village of Norglenwold

FT

inclusive, and transparent government. Key industry
sectors for the Town include tourism, professional
scientific technical services, manufacturing, and oil and

Norglenwold was the first Summer Village to be

gas. Sylvan Lakers are very proud of their community,

created on Sylvan Lake, formed in 1965. Originally

and enjoy access to recreational activities that are

the community was very linear developing along the

unique to a lakeside community.
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lake from East (Northey Point) to West (Lyle Landing).
More recently Sylvan Harbour Estates was developed
adjacent to the Town of Sylvan Lake’s Marina Bay

estates and the area known as “Last Chance Way”

Population

14,816

Private Dwellings

6,567

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.

was annexed west of Lyle Landing in 1973. Seasonal
cabins date back to the 1920’s and 1930’s. The name

Norglenwold was derived from three or four early
subdivisions: Nor (Northey Point), Glen (Glen-Innes)
and Wold (Whitewold Beach).
Population

273

Private Dwellings

211

*Population and dwelling units data based on:
• Existing population from 2016 Census data and
current municipal data for Lacombe County and
Red Deer County.

Population fluctuates with seasonal changes and tourism.
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1.3 INTERMUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROCESS
A collaborative approach to creating the Sylvan
Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan has been
fundamental through all stages. It was initiated by
the Partner Municipalities establishing a Steering
Committee

and

identifying

the

need

for

an

Intermunicipal Development Plan to be adopted by all
eight municipalities (Figure 1).

Phase 2: Draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan
Development of the draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan was accomplished in a staged
approach whereby the background key findings were
used to focus the discussion around potential policy
for land use, growth, environmental considerations,
recreation, transportation, municipal infrastructure,

Phase 1: Understanding the Issues

services and facilities, and plan administration.
Research was undertaken on how each of these key

process was undertaken to ensure all members of the

topics are dealt with by the eight Partner Municipalities,

Steering Committee and Technical Committee were

as well as across Alberta with best practices identified.

involved in determining the vision, objectives, scope,

The Technical Committee developed options for
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As the project was launched, a project chartering

outcomes and measures of success, decision-making,

consideration by the Steering Committee who

communications, engagement strategy and risks and

provided direction for the creation of draft policy.

mitigations.

The draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

the

Steering

Committee

and

Technical

Plan was prepared based on the Steering Committee’s

Committee had confirmed the project charter, scope

direction and was subsequently reviewed by the

and plan boundary, background research was

Steering Committee and all administrations for

undertaken to enable the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

comments.
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Once

Development Plan to build on the tremendous work
completed in the Plan Area over the years.

The

background research involved review of over 25 policy

or technical documents and resulted in a Background
Report outlining key opportunities and constraints.

Engagement was critical in understanding what is
most important to the public about development in
the Plan Area.

Several engagement options were

provided including a public open house, online
survey and mapping, and stakeholder meetings.
Past engagement efforts by the municipalities have
indicated that a variety of engagement opportunities
is useful, and that online options are some of the most
utilized.
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Phase 3:Finalization
This last project stage was to finalize the Sylvan

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan to the

Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan. Phase 3

public and stakeholders through communications and

involved hosting a Council Education session where

an updated website, hosting a public open house and

all council members of the eight municipalities were

online survey. The feedback gathered from the public

invited to attend an information session that provided

open house and public survey was used to update the

detailed background on the draft plan. The purpose

draft plan.

of this Council Education Session was to equip council
members with the appropriate information so that they
could speak with members of the public as the second

The Technical Committee made recommendations
for plan updates and completed the implementation

round of engagement unfolded.

matrix. The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

Engagement was important to understand if the

direction, and the statutory approvals process was

draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

undertaken.

Plan was prepared based on the Steering Committee’s

addressed the public’s priorities. Outreach and
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Figure 1: Project Process
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engagement efforts including providing the draft

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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2.0 Plan Vision and Strategic Guidance

2.0 Plan Vision and Strategic Guide
The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
is an important opportunity to confirm the shared

2.2 SHARED VALUES

vision for the Plan Area and harmonize development

The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

expectations. Centered around Sylvan Lake, this

has been developed based on the following shared

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan will

values, which have been used to craft the priorities

guide future growth and development with the intent

and policies:

of protecting the unique environmental and cultural
characteristics.
The

Partner

• Collaboration and strengthening of relationships
towards shared goals;

Municipalities

already

work

in

collaborative relationships to protect the greater good
for the area through committees, plans and specific

• Maintaining a high quality of life for residents;
• Protecting the environmental and watershed;
features, and recognizing interdependency in

service delivery arrangements including emergency
plans;

joint

recreation

these efforts;

facilities

FT

management

management; and a jointly operated boat launch. The

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan builds
on these relationships and provides a clear focus on

the integrity and stewardship of the watershed that

• Respecting the autonomy of each municipality’s
decision-making;

• Sustainability - for some municipalities it is about
sustainable growth, for others sustainability of the

will guide the next 20 years for this area. As a living
the Plan Area.

2.1 VISION
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document, it will continue to reflect ongoing needs for

To create a fair, equitable and transparent Intermunicipal

current form;

• Efficiency through shared services;
• Agricultural viability; and
• Respective economic development for each
partner.

Development Plan that protects the environmental

assets, ensures development supports the region,

and honours the diversity and uniqueness of the five
summer villages, two counties and one town.
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2.3 KEY OBJECTIVES
• Creating policy for environmental health within

• Developing agreement on a common vision.

the Plan Area; shared infrastructure services,

• Creating an Intermunicipal Development Plan

including regional wastewater line; lake access;

that meets the requirements of the Municipal

and recreation services;

Government Act and specifically addresses:

• Focusing the plan on creating harmonized
ՂՂ Balancing

future

development

with

environmental objectives;

development standards; and
• Developing agreed-upon next steps through

ՂՂ Environmental issues and considerations in

the plan’s implementation, communications, and

the Plan Area;

appropriate dispute resolution policies.

ՂՂ Collaborative processes including proactive
community

involvement

and

appropriate

dispute resolution;

the outset; and

the way so that tomorrow’s decision makers
understand the rationale and how to apply it.
Sylvan

lake management does not fall within the munici-

Lake

Intermunicipal

• An annexation or amalgamation process;
• A plan that includes specific financing agreements
– Intermunicipal Collaboration Frameworks will
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the

• A plan for the waterbody of Sylvan Lake itself –
palities’ jurisdiction;

ՂՂ Provides background on decisions along

• Focusing

not:
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ՂՂ Implementation of the plan considered from

The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is

Development Plan on high-level planning policy

that doesn’t diminish the authority of existing
lower level policy and regulatory responsibilities.

2.4 PROJECT SCOPE

address finance where appropriate; or

• A plan that considers agricultural management management practices fall under largely provincial
legislation and as such the municipalities will focus
only on land use aspects related to agriculture.

Foundational to the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

Development Plan was the agreement at the beginning

of the project on scope. The Steering Committee
agreed that the following items form the basis for the
plan:
• Defining an appropriate plan boundary;
• Building on the partners’ approved statutory and
regulatory plans as a foundation for all aspects of
the plan;
• Identifying development patterns;

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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2.5 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND KEY
FINDINGS
Public and stakeholder engagement was completed
during Phase 1 and Phase 3 of the Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan process to help
understand the priorities of people who live, work,
and recreate in the area (Figure 2). Engagement
activities for the first phase, prior to drafting the
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan, were
completed in November and December of 2018.
Phase 3 engagement was completed in November
and December of 2019.

DR
A

FT

Figure 2: Public Engagement

Public Survey:

Public Open House

Phase 1: 61 responses

Phase 1: 59 Participants

Phase 3: 103 responses

Phase 3: 90 Participants

Online Interactive Mapping
Phase 1: 27 Responses

Page 12

Stakeholder Meeting / Interviews
Phase 1: 11 Participants

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

Phase 1
Phase 1 engagement provided the Steering Committee

In Phase 1, respondents were asked about their

with a better understanding of what is most important

top priorities for the plan. The feedback (Figure 3)

to the public and development in the Plan Area.

demonstrated a strong interest in protecting the

Several engagement options were provided including

environment and watershed, followed by developing

a public open house, online survey and mapping,

more recreation amenities.

and a stakeholder meeting and interviews (Figure
2). Feedback on the vision and focus areas helped
guide the development of the draft Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan. Discussions and
feedback received was based on existing statutory
and regulatory plans; development and growth
patterns; environmental health; shared infrastructure
services; and transportation.

DR
A

FT

Figure 3: Phase 1 Public Feedback on Environment and Watershed

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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Phase 3
Phase 3 engagement included a public open house

In the Phase 3 engagement, the trend of protecting

and public survey (Figure 2) to present and request

environment remained one of the highest themes

feedback on the final draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

with support from 14% of comments who identified

Development Plan. The feedback that was gathered

protecting the environment, water quality and wildlife

was used to identify any discrepancies, and refine

as important. Many respondents noted the positive

policies to better reflect the public’s perspectives.

impact a formalized boat launch would have on the

In Phase 3, the overarching main themes, in order of
most number of mentions to the survey’s main open
ended question, are included in Table 1.

would need to occur. There were also comments
received related to issues that are not within an
Intermunicipal Development Plan’s scope including:
concern

Table 1: Phase 3 Key Themes

Phase 3 Key Themes

overall lake health and that closing informal launches

about

invasive

species

entering

the

waterways when launching boats into the water and

Number of
24

Lack of support for 30-metre
setback on vacant and existing
lots

22

Concerns about higher density

19

Support closing informal boat
launches / road allowances

18

Protect the environment

17

2.5.2 Trails

In Phase 1, trails were identified as an important
recreation feature for the area. Results from the
public survey show that nearly 65% of respondents
support the development of a regional trail around

DR
A

Support formalized boat launch
with desire for a short timeline

lake.

FT

Mentions

desire for a new controlled boat launch to protect the

the lake. Attendees at the open house also listed trail
development as the top area of focus for the plan.
Trails were not a highly commented on aspect of the

2.5.1 Protection of Environment and Watershed

draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

Throughout engagement, the consistent underlying

in responses (3% for the trail, and 3% against it).

theme has been around the protection of environmental

with 6% of comments speaking to the trail, and a split

features in the area. The public survey in Phase 1 ranked

The engagement outcome from Phase 1 aligns with the

“protecting the environment and watershed” as the top

direction from several existing planning documents.

priority for the Plan Area, with support from over 73%

Some opposition to a regional trail has been heard

of respondents. Both the stakeholder meeting and

during engagement, with people noting that they do

public open house also showed significant support for

not want increased traffic through their communities,

protection of the environment.

and the lack of room available for a future shoreline
trail in some locations. However, the number of
supportive comments for a trail is significantly greater
than the comments that are not supportive of trails.
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In Phase 3, overall support for the recreation policies

During Phase 3, 10% of comments did not support the

was high. Some comments identified concerns with a

Residential policies. Largely the comments are focused

future trail that should be noted for future reference:

on lack of support for higher density near the Summer

environmental impacts of the trail; consideration

Villages, or the lake, but with particular emphasis on

for which of the Partner Municipalities would be

the lands identified by the Sylvan Lake/Red Deer

responsible for maintaining the trail; and impacts of the

County Intermunicipal Development Plan. However,

trail on adjacent neighbours.

the Partner Municipalities agreed to support existing
statutory land use plans as a foundational element of
the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan.

2.5.3 Motorized Lake Access
Throughout all engagement activities, providing
increased boat access to the lake has come up as a
consistent theme. Public survey respondents in Phase
1 showed more support for increased non-motorized
lake access (45% of respondents supported) than for
increased motorized access, which was supported by
the same where approximately 12% of comments
stressed the importance of developing a formalized
boat launch within the Plan Area.

existing communities should be maintained, and that
maintaining the general peaceful and quiet nature
of the less urbanized parts of the area is important.
This includes a general desire to focus commercial
development within the Town. Additionally, there
has been a consistent theme around balancing

FT

only 30% of respondents. In Phase 3, the trends remain

Overall, there is sentiment that the character of

Throughout the engagement, the notion of increased

is identified as a priority in many of the background
plans.

2.5.5 Development Setbacks

DR
A

lake access has also come with suggestions to close

development with environmental protection, which

informal lake accesses and to use formal lake access

In Phase 3, approximately 10% of the comments

points as places to regulate lake activities.

indicated that the originally proposed 30-metre
setback requirements for properties that are already

2.5.4 Balanced Development

Participants highlighted the fact that there are
distinct communities and development patterns in

subdivided but are currently vacant were excessive
and would render properties undevelopable.

This

feedback resulted in a change to the setback policies
for vacant parcels.

the area. Based on Phase 1 engagement responses,
participants desire the majority of future development
to occur within the Town and other currently identified
development areas, such as the higher-density nodes
indicated in the Sylvan Lake Area Structure Plan (2017)
in Lacombe County.

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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3.0 Policy Context and Interpretation
3.1 STATUTORY CONTEXT
The Municipal Government Act provides the legislative

is not yet complete. When the Red Deer Regional Plan

framework for all Intermunicipal Development Plans in

has been completed, the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

Alberta. The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

Development Plan will be reviewed to ensure

Plan complies with the following requirements as

consistency. Where any policy conflicts exist, the

stated in the Municipal Government Act (s. 631(8)):

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan shall
be amended.

a. Identifying future land uses for the Plan Area;
b. Address environmental matters through a focus on
the Sylvan Lake watershed and environmentally
significant areas within the Plan Area;

3.2 RELATIONSHIP OF THE INTERMUNICIPAL
DEVELOPMENT PLAN TO OTHER PLANS
The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

and

is a high-level planning document that guides future

coordination of planning and development within

growth and development. It has been developed

the Plan Area based on the shared values and

based on growth and development needs over the

policies;

next 20 years including supporting infrastructure

intermunicipal

communication

FT

c. Facilitate

and services, as well as environmental sustainability

d. Address transportation systems;

DR
A

of the watershed. The policies of the Sylvan Lake

e. Address municipal infrastructure requirements
and

coordination

between

the

partnering

municipalities;

f. Collaborate on relevant intermunicipal programs

relating to the physical, social and economic
development of the Plan Area;

g. Establish direction for joint collaboration on issues
beyond the municipal jurisdiction; and
h. Provide administrative provisions for dispute
resolution, amendments and repeals

Intermunicipal Development Plan enable sustainable
growth in the Plan Area over the same time horizon.
The

Municipal

Government

Act

identifies

an

Intermunicipal Development Plan as the highest
order of municipal statutory plans (Figure 4). As such,
all other municipal plans affecting lands within the
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan shall be
consistent with the policy direction contained herein.
The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan has

been created to support existing statutory plans (i.e.,
Municipal Development Plans, Area Structure Plans,
and Area Redevelopment Plans) in the study area,
and contains reference to these plans where they act

Furthermore, the Municipal Government Act also

as the appropriate level of policy. Future Municipal

requires Intermunicipal Development Plans to be

Development Plans and related Area Structure/

consistent with any approved Regional Plans. The

Redevelopment Plans will follow the Sylvan Lake

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is

Intermunicipal Development Plan policy and provide

located within the Red Deer Regional Plan area, which

greater detail policies to implement the vision.
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The Town of Sylvan Lake and Red Deer County also

Development

Plan

focuses

eight

municipalities

have a pre-existing Intermunicipal Development Plan

on setting consistent standards for development,

within the Plan Area, the Town of Sylvan Lake / Red

recreation, and environmental management. The

Deer County Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011).

Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County Intermunicipal

As both plans are of the same statutory order, the

Development Plan (2011) primarily manages growth

policies contained herein shall reflect and support the

around the Town of Sylvan Lake. Where there is

policies of the Town of Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

overlap between the two plans, the specific policies

Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011), but shall not

are intended to support one another, but remain

supersede them. The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

separate statutory plans.

DR
A
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Figure 4: Plan Hierarchy
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3.3 POLICY INTERPRETATION

3.4 MAPPING INTERPRETATION

The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

The maps contained within the Sylvan Lake

uses specific language to indicate the level of support

Intermunicipal Development Plan are intended to

required for each policy. The following words are to

provide support and aid the interpretation of the plan’s

be interpreted as follows:

policies. Boundaries, areas shown, and locations

Shall, require, must, or will: explicitly applies to all
situations without exception.

denoted by symbols are approximate and are not
intended to define exact locations. Since the maps are
not absolute, and will be interpreted as conceptual,

Should: always applies to the situation unless it
can clearly be identified to the agreement of the
Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee, Council
or the Approving Authority that in the given situation,

the precise location of these boundaries will need to
be determined by the relevant Approving Authority
at the time of evaluating any proposed development
application.

the policy is not reasonable, practical or feasible.
May: acknowledges support in principle and indicates

FT

that the Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee,

Council or the Approving Authority has the discretion
to determine the level of compliance that is required.

Encourage: acknowledges support in principle and

DR
A

indicates that the Intermunicipal Development Plan

Committee, Council or the Approving Authority will
promote, but not require, the implementation of a
given policy.
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4.0 Plan Area
The Partner Municipalities all share a connection to

Intermunicipal Development Plan focuses eight

Sylvan Lake and its value as an environmental, quality

municipalities on setting consistent standards

of life, tourism and financial asset. Impacts in one part

for development, recreation, and environmental

of the Sylvan Lake watershed affect all municipalities.

management. The Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

The main driver for defining the boundary for the

Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011) primarily

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan Area

manages growth around the Town of Sylvan Lake.

(Plan Area) was to ensure all factors that would

Where there is overlap between the two plans,

influence

the specific policies are intended to support one

future

development

and

associated

another, but remain separate statutory plans.

municipal operations were considered. The following
criteria were selected to determine the Plan Area (Map
1):

• Sylvan Lake Area Structure Plan (2017) (Lacombe
County): The Plan Area of the Sylvan Lake Area
Structure Plan, the document that outlines the

natural delineation for environmental factors that

future uses and development of lands within

will directly impact the lake into the future. The

Lacombe County’s boundaries has been included

final Plan Area includes three watersheds: Sylvan

within the Plan Area.

Lake, Blindman River and Medicine River.

FT

• Sylvan Lake Watershed: The watershed area is a

• Transportation

DR
A

been excluded from the Plan Area.

• Town of Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County
Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011) Boundary:

The Plan Area includes an existing Intermunicipal

Development Plan between the Town of Sylvan
Lake and Red Deer County. The whole of the

Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County Intermunicipal
Development Plan (2011) has been included
in the Plan Area in order to mitigate potential

transportation

transportation intersections.

boundaries have been included in the plan

around each boundary. The hamlet of Benalto has

The

network has been calculated to include key

• Municipal Boundaries: All municipal partner
boundary along with buffers of at least one mile

Network:

• Regional Wastewater Line: The routing of the
wastewater line has been included in the Plan
Area. The routing alignment of the wastewater line
has been sourced from the Sylvan Lake Regional
Wastewater Commission 2019 Business Plan.

• Soil Suitability: The Plan Area assessment included
soil land suitability; however, soil suitability is
consistent across the broader region and did
not provide a strong indicator for boundary
delineation.

challenges or inconsistencies that may occur if
only a portion were included. These challenges
could be related to amendments, enforcement,

4.1 OBJECTIVE

and public perception/understanding in the case

a. To establish the geographical area in which the

of two separate Intermunicipal Development

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

Plans. As the same order of plans, both plans

policies apply.

are considered equally important and address
different regional considerations. The Sylvan Lake
Page 22
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4.2 POLICIES
4.2.1

The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

4.2.2

All

boundaries

and

alignments

shown

Plan Area (the Plan Area) encompasses all

throughout the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

the lands as depicted on Map 2. Lands within

Development Plan are conceptual in nature.

the Plan Area boundaries are subject to the

Exact alignments shall be determined in later

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

stages of planning where additional levels of

Plan

detail can be utilized.

objectives

and

policies

unless

specifically exempted.
Map 1: Plan Boundary Considerations
LEGEND
IDP Boundary

County Boundary
Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County IDP
Area

Road Network Boundary

Sylvan Lake Watershed

Sylvan Lake ASP Area

Existing Regional
Wastewater Line

Proposed Norglenwold
Annexation Area

Proposed Regional Wastewater Line

Municipal Boundary

Summer Village
of Birchcliff

FT

Summer Village of
Sunbreaker Cove
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20

Summer Village
of Jarvis Bay

11A

Summer Village
of Half Moon Bay
11

Summer Village
of Norglenwold
781

Town of
Sylvan Lake

0
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3

4 Kilometers
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Map 2: Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan Boundary

LEGEND
Plan Area
County Boundary
Municipal Boundary
Proposed Norglenwold Annexation Area

Summer Village
of Birchcliff

Red Deer/Lacombe
County Boundary

FT

Summer Village of
Sunbreaker Cove
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Summer Village
of Jarvis Bay

Summer Village
of Half Moon Bay

Summer Village
of Norglenwold

Town of
Sylvan Lake

0
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5.0 Land Use
Land uses within the Plan Area are broad, general

In

categories that speak to the general nature of the

development

activities that are occurring on a portion of land. These

Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County Intermunicipal

uses, or activities, identified in Map 3 are reflective

Development Plan (2011) with a minimum density

of existing statutory plans and policies for each

of 13 units per gross developable hectare if

municipality. Further detail on land uses will refer to

developed more intensely than first parcel out

those documents.

farmstead removal subdivision;

The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is

Red

Deer

County’s

will

be

Residential

consistent

areas,

with

the

• Commercial where areas of higher intensity
commercial, retail and office uses will occur; and

based on the Partner Municipality’s existing, approved
statutory plans. Therefore, the land use categories

• Recreation for areas with significant recreation

reflect the long-term growth projections, and already

activities such as camps, provincial parks, or lake

approved growth plans for the Plan.

access areas.

• Developed / Urban Areas which represent the
land area defined by existing municipal boundaries

and inclusive of all land uses commonly used

• Norglenwold Annexation Area depicting the area
of land subject to an annexation application;

• Agriculture representing the majority of land in the

Plan Area that provides for continued agricultural
activity;

Sylvan Lake and therefore are not depicted on Map 3.

5.1 OBJECTIVES

a. To reinforce each municipality’s statutory and

DR
A

within that municipality’s developed area;

Industrial uses are only enabled within the Town of

FT

The land use categories include:

• Lower Density Residential is reflective of
residential growth in the form of clustered single
detached dwellings;
• Residential where residential growth will occur.
In Lacombe County’s Residential areas, the nodes

regulatory plans and bylaws.

b. To respect environmental features and the
watershed.
c. To maintain and support agricultural land uses.
d. To mitigate premature conversion of agricultural
land uses to non-agricultural uses.

e. To enable growth and development within defined
areas.
f. To provide design standards that will ensure
future development is compatible with the current
built form.

(i.e., circles) on Map 3 are anticipated to be a
mix of new townhomes, apartments, and single
detached homes, and open space as per the
Lacombe County Sylvan Lake Area Structure Plan.
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Map 3: Future Land Use Map
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5.2 POLICIES
All Areas
5.2.1 		

All land uses shall be consistent with

with the Alberta Energy Regulator to
understand and mitigate for potential impacts

unless approved through the appropriate

between the oil and gas industry and growth.
5.2.7

future

statutory

planning,

of each municipality’s Municipal Development

to Highways 11, 11A and 20, the municipalities

Plans, Area Structure Plans, and Land Use

will work in collaboration with Alberta

Bylaws shall apply if they do not conflict with

Transportation to identify any required

the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

infrastructure upgrades.

Development Plan.

5.2.8

All

new

multi-lot

redesignations

and

subdivisions shall be preceded by the

FT

approval of an Area Structure Plan by the

The land uses identified in Map 3 reflect the
primary use of the land. Complementary uses
are enabled but subject to the respective

appropriate municipality.

5.2.9

statutory and regulatory documents of each

DR
A

municipality.

The policies in the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer
County Intermunicipal Development Plan
(2011) shall apply.

5.2.5

all

redesignations and subdivisions in proximity

standard than the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

5.2.4

For

In addition to the policies below, the policies

Plan policies, and / or require a higher

5.2.3

The municipalities will work in collaboration

are deemed to be the future land uses
amendment processes.
5.2.2

5.2.6

the areas generally shown in Map 3 and

Subdivision applicants shall be required to
dedicate all lands that qualify as Municipal

Reserve and Environmental Reserve in
accordance with the Municipal Government
Act.

Environmental

Reserve

and

Conservation

Easements

Easements
may

be

encouraged where the lands should not
be taken as Environmental Reserve or
Municipal Reserve (i.e., areas not adjacent

All

aspects

of

the

Subdivision

and

Development Regulation shall be followed
including that the subdivision authority shall
not approve an application for subdivision
for school, hospital, food establishment or
residential use within 300 metres (985 feet)
of the disposal area of the non-operating
landfill site within the Plan Area (s. 13(1)).
Additionally, the Nuisance and General
Sanitation Regulation under the Public
Health Act shall be followed and requires
that there be a 450 metre (1,476 feet) setback
between a landfill and the location of a water
well intended for human consumption. This
setback also applies to a communal water
system (s. 15(1)).

to waterbodies, or requiring public access)
at the sole discretion of each municipality’s
Approving Authority.
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Developed / Urban Areas
5.2.10

5.2.15

issues on or adjacent to agricultural lands,

Policies for land uses within Developed /

both affected municipalities will respect

Urban Areas or developed areas shall be

the right of agricultural operators to pursue

determined by each municipality’s respective

normal activities associated with extensive

Municipal Development Plan and / or Area

agriculture without interference or restriction

Structure Plan and / or Area Redevelopment

based on their impact on adjacent uses.

Plan, as applicable.
5.2.16

annexation

application

Bylaw.

being

approved, the land use within the Proposed

5.2.17

Norglenwold Annexation Area in Map 3

with provincial regulations may occur in

shall be determined by Red Deer County’s

Rural Policy Area of the Sylvan Lake / Red

Municipal Development Plan (2012).

Deer County Intermunicipal Development

Should

the

proposed

annexation

Plan (2011) and is subject to the respective

by

policies of said Plan.

the Summer Village of Norglenwold be

approved, these lands shall be classified

5.2.18

New Confined Feeding Operations shall not

as ‘Developed / Urban Areas’ and subject

be permitted within the Confined Feeding

to those respective policies. Map 3 shall be

Operations Overlay as shown on Map 4.

considered an administrative change not
requiring a public hearing.

Agriculture

5.2.19

DR
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updated to reflect this change and will be

5.2.13

Resource extraction projects in accordance

FT

5.2.12

per the applicable Municipality’s Land Use

Prior to the Summer Village of Norglenwold’s
proposed

Non-agricultural uses may be allowed within
the Agriculture Area identified in Map 3 as

Proposed Norglenwold Annexation Area
5.2.11

When making decisions on development

Agricultural land uses shown on Map 3 shall

Agricultural land stewardship grant programs
offered by Lacombe County and Red Deer
County shall be encouraged for the Plan
Area to promote good land management
practices and reduce negative impacts on
the watershed.

continue to be used for agricultural activities.
5.2.14

Agricultural preservation and subdivision
requirements in Lacombe County and Red

Deer County shall be consistent with the
policies of the respective municipality’s
statutory and regulatory plans and bylaws, as
applicable, to avoid premature development,
conversion, or fragmentation of agricultural
lands.

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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Lower Density Residential
5.2.20

5.2.21

Residential

development

within

Lower

5.2.24

Residential development areas within Red

Density Residential areas as shown on

Deer County as shown on Map 3 shall be

Map 3 shall be clustered as per Section

determined by the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer

2.5.2 of Lacombe County’s Sylvan Lake

County Intermunicipal Development Plan

Area Structure Plan (2017) with a maximum

(2011) which states that development that is

density of 1 unit per acre (2.5 units per gross

more intense than first parcel out farmstead

developable hectare).

removal subdivision may be allowed prior to
annexation and must be a minimum density

Residential uses adjacent to agricultural areas

of 13 units per gross developable hectare

shall incorporate transition strategies, such as

(5.3 units per acre). Additional development

increased setbacks or buffers, to reduce the

expectations are identified in the Sylvan

impact of new residential development on

Lake / Red Deer County Intermunicipal

existing agricultural operations. Satisfaction

Development Plan (2011).

of this policy shall be determined by the
applicable municipality’s Approving Authority

5.2.25

Residential uses adjacent to agricultural areas
shall incorporate transition strategies, such as

in consultation with the adjacent municipality

increased setbacks or buffers, to reduce the

10.2.17 - 10.2.24.

impact of new residential development on

FT

through the referral process as per Sections

existing agricultural operations. Satisfaction
of this policy shall be determined by the

Residential

applicable municipality’s Approving Authority

Residential development areas as shown

DR
A

5.2.22

on Map 3 shall be mixed residential forms
including multi-lot or higher density forms
as per Lacombe County’s Sylvan Lake Area

Structure Plan (2017), or the Sylvan Lake / Red
Deer County Intermunicipal Development
Plan (2011), as applicable.
5.2.23

Residential development

areas within

Lacombe County as shown on Map 3 shall be
nodes of development within a 600-metre
radius (5-minute walk) from a central public

5.2.26

in consultation with the adjacent municipality
through the referral process as per Sections
10.2.17 - 10.2.24.
Residential land uses are subject to the
referral process as outlined in Sections
10.2.17 - 10.2.24 and as such appropriate
boundary conditions will be considered
through site design; community engagement
discussions; and the intermunicipal referral
process.

access site and are subject to the policies
in Section 2.5.2 of the Sylvan Lake Area
Structure Plan (2017) with a maximum density
of 2.0 units per acre (4.9 units per gross
developable hectare).
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Commercial

Industrial

5.2.27

5.2.31

Commercial, retail, or office activities shall
be limited to the Commercial areas as

the Town of Sylvan Lake. All existing industrial

shown on Map 3 and shall be subject to

land uses in the other Partner Municipalities

the requirements of the Lacombe County’s

shall be enabled as per the respective

Sylvan Lake Area Structure Plan (2017),

municipality’s Land Use Bylaw (see policy

or the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

5.2.2).

Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011), as
applicable.
5.2.28

Industrial land uses shall be located within

5.2.32

Industrial

development

located

along

highways shall be developed to a high-quality

Non-agricultural commercial uses adjacent

aesthetic standard in terms of landscaping;

to

building materiality; and building orientation.

agricultural

areas

shall

incorporate

transition strategies, such as increased
setbacks or buffers, to reduce the impact of

5.2.33

residential or recreation areas shall be

new commercial development on existing

developed

agricultural operations. Satisfaction of this

a

high-quality

aesthetic

materials; building orientation; and with

FT

Approving

to

standard in terms of landscaping; building

policy shall be determined by the applicable
municipality’s

Industrial development located abutting

Authority

in

limited outdoor nuisances.

consultation with the adjacent municipality

through the referral process as per Sections
10.2.17 - 10.2.24.

5.2.34

DR
A

5.2.29 Commercial development located along

Potential Joint Development Area
The Potential Joint Development Area is

highways shall be developed to a high-quality

guided by the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

aesthetic standard in terms of landscaping;

Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011).

building materiality; and building orientation.

Recreation
5.2.30

Activities occurring in Recreation areas as
shown on Map 3 shall be primarily for the
purposes of regionally significant public
and private recreation and shall respect
the long-term environmental integrity and
sustainability of the watershed. These areas
may require buffers or transition strategies

from adjacent lands, at the discretion of the
Approving Authority.

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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Map 4: Confined Feeding Operation Overlay
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6.0 Environment
The Plan Area watersheds are significant assets for
the Partner Municipalities and a primary component
of the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan.
All municipalities within the Plan Area are dedicated to
the long-term health and sustainability of the lake and

6.2 POLICIES
Environmental Assessments
6.2.1

(PNSA) shall be required for all redesignations

surrounding lands. The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

in the Plan Area as per the requirements

Development Plan outlines policies for consistent

listed in 6.2.3.

environmental assessments for all development
around the lake based on best practices in Alberta.

A Level 1 Preliminary Natural Site Assessment

6.2.2

For redesignation applications that propose

Environmental assessments are the first step in

only intensification of use on the subject

identifying appropriate mitigation strategies that place

lands of the application, the Level 1 PNSA

the long-term viability of environmental features at

may be required at the discretion of the

the centre of development decisions, thereby also

Approving Authority as per the requirements

ensuring a high quality of life for future residents and

listed in 6.2.3.

FT

users. The following policies reflect that dedication

and provide a common method of assessment for all
development throughout the Plan Area.

of

baseline

environmental

information

and identification of the potential extent
The

DR
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PNSA shall be completed by a qualified

a. To create a unified approach to environmental
management.

b. To protect the long-term health of the watersheds
and waterbodies.
balance

The PNSA is an initial desktop overview

of Environmentally Sensitive Areas.

6.1 OBJECTIVES

c. To

6.2.3

environmental

appropriate development.

protection

with

professional and shall include, at minimum:
a. Study Area Location (in context of
surrounding landscape);
b. Physiographic Description (in context
of Natural Regions and Subregions of
Alberta);
c. Historical Air Photos (dating to 1950,
focus on surface water, wetlands, land
use changes);
d. Field Reconnaissance, Sampling and
Surveys

(landscape

characteristics

species lists, plan community mapping);
e. Topography (landform classification);
f. Geology (surficial geology classification);
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g. Hydrology

(wetland

classification
assignments).

and

inventory,

relative

Associated

6.2.4

value

2 Environmental Screening (ES) shall be

map(s)

determined by the recommendations of the

required;

PNSA and / or the Approving Authority. The
ES identifies environmental impacts and

h. Fauna (biodiversity ‘hot spots’, species

potential mitigation strategies of a proposed

list of direct and indirect observations,

development

critical breeding/nesting/wintering sites.

(characteristics/

restricted

types,

including

defined

Area(s). If required, the ES shall include to
the satisfaction of the Approving Authority

description,

special

the following considerations in addition to

features).

the minimum requirements in 6.2.3:

Associated map(s) required; and
j. Conservation

project

boundaries of an Environmentally Significant

Associated map(s) required;
i. Soil

The requirement to proceed to a Level

recommendations

that

a. An outline of the rationale for the

include:

development project;

i. Environmental Reserve/

b. An exploration of alternatives that have

Environmental Reserve Easement;

iii. Conservations Easement.

FT

ii. Municipal Reserve; and

been investigated;

c. A

d. Both

DR
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that may, in the opinion of the qualified

(ES), or further, a Level 3 Scoped Biophysical

the

existing

and socioeconomic elements; and

Preliminary Natural Site Assessment (PNSA)

trigger a Level 2 Environmental Screening

of

environment including the biophysical

The first level of assessment is a Level 1

professional and the Approving Authority,

description

6.2.5

short-term

and

long-term

environmental impacts and mitigation
measures.
The requirement for a Level 3 Scoped
Biophysical Impact Assessment (Scoped BIA)

Impact Assessment (Scoped BIA).

shall be determined by the recommendations

Any or all of these levels of assessment may

Scoped BIA is a detailed study and review

include, based on the opinion of the qualified

of a development project that predicts,

professional completing the work and the

interprets,

Approving Authority, a monitoring program

mitigation measures to avoid, minimize, or

that addresses environmental monitoring

compensate for said impacts. If required, the

during construction and / or following

Scoped BIA shall include to the satisfaction

construction to ensure recovery of sensitive

of the Approving Authority the following

environmental features.

considerations in addition to the minimum

of the ES and / or the Approving Authority. A

and

evaluates

impacts

and

requirements in 6.2.3 and 6.2.4:
a. A clear assessment methodology that
will lead to mitigation recommendations;
b. Surrounding land uses;
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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c. Fish and wildlife;

d. Areas important for maintaining water
quality and quantity;

d. Vegetation (including rare and invasive

e. Riparian areas; and

species);

f. Areas of significant cultural, historic, or

e. Soils and terrain;

scenic value.

f. Water quantity and quality;

6.2.7a

g. Riparian areas and wetlands;

an interim inventory of Environmentally
Significant Areas in the Plan Area when

h. Surface drainage; and

appropriate datasets are available.

i. Aquifers.

Environmentally Sensitive Areas, wildlife
corridors and natural areas.

inventory will be constructed using the

Environmentally Sensitive Area is identified,

following databases:

Level

3

Scope

Biophysical

Impact

a. Fish
and
Wildlife
Management System;

Information

b. Alberta
Conservation
Management System;

Information

FT

Assessment (Scoped BIA) shall be required
and shall include the components included

in the Level 1 PNSA as per 6.2.3, the Level 2

ES as per 6.2.4, and the Scoped BIA as per

c. Agricultural Regions of Alberta Soil
Inventory Database;

6.2.5. Identification of an Environmentally

DR
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Sensitive Area may occur through any one
or all of the following methods:

a. Provincial data and / or mapping;

d. Environmentally
Report and Map;

b. Municipal data and / or mapping; and / or

e. Alberta Wild Species Status Search; and

c. Any level assessment as per 6.2.3 -

f. Alberta Merged Wetland Inventory
through Alberta’s GeoDiscover Data
Authority.

6.2.5 above.

Significant

Area’s

The Partner Municipalities should develop

a detailed map identifying Environmentally
Significant Areas in the Plan Area based on
the following criteria:

Natural Areas
6.2.8

The

Partnering

Municipalities

should

develop one Natural Areas Management

a. Areas that contain focal species, species
groups and their habitats;

Plan for the whole Plan Area that outlines

b. Areas of large intact patches of natural
vegetation;

Environmentally Sensitive Area’s, natural

c. Areas of
corridors;
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The interim

For redesignation applications where an
a

6.2.7

This

interim inventory will consider potential

Environmentally Significant Areas
6.2.6

The Partner Municipalities should develop

connecting

habitat

the management intent and direction for
areas, and wildlife corridors.

and
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Environmental Reserve and Development
Setbacks from Sylvan Lake

Environmental Reserve and Development

6.2.9

6.2.11

As a condition of subdivision approval, each

Setbacks from Sylvan Lake Tributaries

Partner Municipality shall require a 30 metre

to assess and identify specific Development

Environmental Reserve dedication from the

Setbacks for each naturally occurring Sylvan

Top of Bank of Sylvan Lake, in accordance

Lake tributary within the Plan Area.

with

the

provisions

Government

Act.

of

the

Municipal

Wherever

possible,

6.2.12

As a condition of subdivision approval,
a 30 metre Environmental Reserve shall

Environmental Reserve should be linked

be provided from all naturally occurring

with Municipal Reserve to create continuous
greenways with enhanced public access.

tributaries

As

development

per an environmental assessment identified

permit submission for a vacant parcel

in 6.2.3 - 6.2.5) to be a greater or lesser

or on redevelopment lands, where the

Environmental Reserve. Where a different

development is within 30 metres of the Top

Environmental Reserve is recommended as

of Bank or High Water Mark of Sylvan Lake, a

a result of an Environmental Assessment, that

Development Design Plan shall be submitted

Environmental Reserve shall be applied. The

as part of the permit application and enforced

Environmental Reserve shall be measured

as a condition of approval. Determining

from Top of Bank of the relevant tributary.

a

requirement

of

a

to

Sylvan

which feature (Top of Bank or the High Water

6.2.13

DR
A

Mark of Sylvan Lake) is appropriate will be
at the discretion of the Approving Authority.
Approval

of

the

Development

Design

Plan shall be to the Approving Authority’s

satisfaction that the design will satisfy the

goal of mitigating negative impacts on
watershed health.

Lake

unless

recommended by a qualified professional (as

FT

6.2.10

The Partner Municipalities are encouraged

As

a

requirement

of

a

development

permit submission for a vacant parcel
or on redevelopment lands, where the
development is within 30 metres of the
Top of Bank or High Water Mark of any
naturally occurring tributary to Sylvan Lake, a
Development Design Plan shall be submitted
as part of the permit application and enforced
as a condition of approval. Determining
which feature (Top of Bank or the High Water
Mark of Sylvan Lake) is appropriate will be
at the discretion of the Approving Authority.
Approval

of

the

Development

Design

Plan shall be to the Approving Authority’s
satisfaction that the design will satisfy the
goal of mitigating negative impacts on
watershed health.

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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General Setback Policy
6.2.14

Each municipality shall develop specific

Each

Development

criteria

respective land use bylaw and municipal

minimum

development standards to reflect this policy,

requirements to demonstrate how the design

and any other considerations necessary for

will mitigate negative watershed impacts

implementation (i.e., development deposit

through:

charges, enforcement).

and

Design

expectations

Plan

including

municipality

shall

update

their

a. A planting plan including native
vegetation;
b. Sediment control plan;
c. Drainage plan;
d. Parcel coverage; and
e. Any other criteria at the discretion of

DR
A

FT

the Approving Authority.
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7.0 Recreation

7.0 Recreation
The Sylvan Lake area is a significant recreation

reflect the shared values between the municipalities;

destination in Alberta that is used by millions of

however, implementation of these changes is

tourists every year, especially in the summer. As such,

subject to collaboration with additional stakeholders,

recreation is an important activity in the Plan Area.

specifically the Province of Alberta. As lake access

Planning for additional recreation opportunities and

points are typically located at the terminus of public

maintenance of existing areas that balance tourism

roads, the future use of some locations, and potential

with environmental sustainability of the lake and its

closure of others, requires provincial approvals. The

watershed are important aspects of this plan.

Partner Municipalities will collaborate with residents,

Regional trails were identified as significantly important
through the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development
Plan public engagement.

Members of the public

expressed a desire for regional trails in the Plan Area
to provide alternative modes of transportation and

regarding lake access.

7.1 OBJECTIVES
a. To balance recreation uses with environmental
protection.

FT

additional recreational opportunities. Support was

users, and stakeholders through any future transitions

expressed for a future trail to be developed around

the whole of Sylvan Lake and connected to trails and

b. To increase recreation opportunities for residents

pathways within municipal boundaries as well as any

and visitors to the area.

additional future regional trails that may be considered.

An integrated trail network would enhance the

DR
A

recreation opportunities of the Sylvan Lake area.

While the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

Plan does not address activities specifically on the
lake, it does address lake access. Through previous

assessments, lake access is a critical consideration
for the integrity and stewardship of Sylvan Lake.

Feedback from public and stakeholder engagement
has demonstrated a desire for additional formal lake
access points to responsibly manage access. This will
be accomplished by providing additional formal lake
access infrastructure in the form of boat launches and

limiting informal access (i.e., use of road allowances
that end at the lake edge). By accomplishing both
the creation of formal lake access and management
of informal access points, the demand of current
and future lake users to access the lake will be
accommodated by providing appropriate facilities.
The policies associated with changes to lake access
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7.2 POLICIES
Recreation Planning

Trails
7.2.1

The Partner Municipalities should develop

7.2.3

a regional trail plan. The regional trail plan

a regional recreation, parks, and open

will address a variety of active transportation

space master plan for the Plan Area with the

options. Primary consideration will be given

recommendation that the plan address:

to walking, cycling and similar modes of

a. Regionally significant facilities, programs

transportation. Regional trails shall not be

and connections; and

designed for horseback riding, ATV usage,
sledding,

or

similar

activities.

b. A

Existing

Sylvan

Lake

Area

Structure Plan (2017) shall be considered for

a. Trail alignment;
b. Trail types / dimensions;

Recreational Boat Access

FT

the regional trail plan. The regional trail plan
is expected to address:

model

recommendations.

for Recreational Lake Access (2016) and
County’s

funding

Partner Municipalities to implement

Sylvan Lake Boat Launch Access Strategy
Lacombe

collaborative

identifying shared costs between the

proposed alignments documented in the

7.2.4

The Partner Municipalities shall undertake a
coordinated lake access management plan
that will result in:
a. A

DR
A

c. Connections beyond the Plan Area
particularly connecting to the City of Red
Deer and Benalto;
d. An implementation framework;
e. A maintenance strategy; and

f. Stakeholder and public engagement in
the creation of the trail plan.
7.2.2

The Partner Municipalities should develop

The Partner Municipalities will encourage
partnerships and seek grants in collaboration
with trail building/management/user groups
such as Central Alberta Regional Trail Society,

cost-sharing,

benefit-sharing

framework;

b. Planning and development of an
additional formal motorized boat launch
(Policy 7.2.8);
c. Planning and development of a new
formal non-motorized boat launch
(Policy 7.2.9);
d. Management of informal lake access
points by identifying appropriate road
allowances for closure and reclamation
and obtaining provincial approval (Policy
7.2.10); and
e. Continued engagement with residents,
users and stakeholders to develop the
lake access management plan.

Sylvan Lake Management Committee (SLMC),
and Alberta TrailNet.
7.2.5

The lake access management plan may
consider boat fueling, as appropriate.

Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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7.2.6

The cost-sharing, benefit-sharing framework
shall

7.2.7

framework be established as per 7.2.4, Site

construction requirements for policies 7.2.8

2F from the Sylvan Lake Boat Launch Access

– 7.2.10 and any off-site impacts or land use

Strategy for Recreational Lake Access (2016),

changes required for or resulting from these

at the terminus of Range Road 23, as shown

upgrades.

on Map 5, shall be formally developed as

a

the

development

cost-sharing,

a hand launch boat site for non-motorized

benefit-sharing

crafts only. Access will be managed at Site 2F

framework be established as per 7.2.4, a

to continue to provide non-motorized public

new formal lake access point will be located

access and support sufficient emergency

at Site 5P from the Sylvan Lake Boat Launch

egress on the lake as a whole.

Access Strategy for Recreational Lake
Access (2016), Lot OT Plan 162 0291 as

7.2.10

shown on Map 5.
7.2.8

Should a cost-sharing, benefit sharing

and

Should

consider

7.2.9

Prior to development of either Site 5P or 2F
lake access points, the Partner Municipalities

Planning and development of Site 5P is
expected to include:

shall identify appropriate road allowances to
be closed and reclaimed with consideration

FT

for lake emergency access; and obtain

a. Design and planning for both motorized

approval from the Alberta Ministry of

and non-motorized lake access point;

Transportation, where appropriate, to close

b. Detailed design for the site shall be

Sylvan Lake Boat Launch Access Strategy

completed including the required studies

for Recreational Lake Access (2016).

DR
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and / or approvals for construction of the

road access for dead-end roads, as per the

new boat launch;

c. Upgrading of access roads and signage
leading from the closest secondary
highway to the lake access point; and

d. Potential land use changes to provide
appropriate local services to support the
lake access point.
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Map 5: New Boat Launch Sites
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8.0 Infrastructure

8.0 Infrastructure
Within the Plan Area there are a variety of different

8.2.2

Stormwater

management

facilities

forms and types of development, requiring various

are required for new development or

infrastructure solutions. The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

redevelopment, except single-lot residential

Development Plan provides a common approach and

and development on agricultural lands, and

minimum standards for infrastructure that either directly

shall remove at a minimum 85% of suspended

affects Sylvan Lake and its watershed, or that crosses

solids above 75 microns. All stormwater

municipal boundaries. Infrastructure in this section

management facility designs will be stamped

includes stormwater management design standards,

by a qualified engineer to the satisfaction of

water and wastewater services including connection

the Approving Authority, and are subject to

requirements to any future regional infrastructure, and

typical municipal inspection processes.

transportation standards both for long-term planning
and road standards.

construction and maintenance of stormwater
management facilities at any time.

a. To realize efficient and economical uses of regional
infrastructure.

The respective municipality may inspect the

FT

8.1 OBJECTIVES

8.2.3

8.2.4

All new development excluding single-lot
recreation

parcels;

single-lot

residential

parcels; and development on agricultural
lands shall require stormwater management

cause negative impacts on the surrounding

facilities to meet the following minimum

environment.

design standards:

DR
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b. To develop infrastructure solutions that do not

c. To facilitate safe and efficient transportation
systems.

8.2 POLICIES

Stormwater Management
8.2.1

with oil/grit separator;
• Have storage capacity for a 1:100 storm
event with a maximum active storage
depth of 1.5 metres with 0.6 metres of
freeboard;

Each municipality shall require that any

• Be designed for a 1:500-year storm event

redesignation, subdivision or development

where no emergency spillway is available

applications in areas prone to flooding, as

storage; and

determined by the Approving Authority,
provide a confirmation of the 1:100 flood level
of the affected river or creek by a qualified
professional engineer.
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• Be a wetland, wet pond, or a dry pond

• All other design standards as per Alberta
Stormwater

Management

Guidelines

(1999).
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The Approving Authority may adjust these
standards

for

redevelopment

and

redesignation

at their sole discretion, where existing

groundwater for current and future servicing

circumstances cannot accommodate these

needs.

Joint Erosion and Sediment Control guidelines

8.2.9

site levies to fund the regional water supply
line when appropriate. A reassessment of

development applications and public projects

timeliness for this collaboration will be a

will follow the practices outlined in the Joint

priority during the first review of the Sylvan

Erosion and Sediment Control guidelines and

Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan.

targets. All construction projects with a soil
disturbance area greater than 0.4 hectares
shall submit an Erosion and Sedimentation

8.2.10

rights-of-way, as identified through the mutual

calculations and enforcement measures to

agreement of the Partner Municipalities, or

the satisfaction of the Approving Authority.
sites,

subsequent studies, shall be protected

FT

residential

agricultural

properties and properties with a soil
disturbance of less than 0.4 hectares are

exempt from submitting an application but

Wastewater Servicing
8.2.11

DR
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(i.e., City of Calgary’s Erosion and Sediment
Control Guidelines (2011): Section 8: Erosion

and Sediment Control for Small Sites and

Section 9: Implementation, Inspection and
Maintenance).

Water Servicing

Access to groundwater supply in the Plan
Area shall be on a first come, first serve basis.
Partner

Municipalities

shall

work

together on advocacy initiatives in dialogue
with the Province of Alberta to encouraging
proactive, watershed-based groundwater
monitoring. Accurate and monitored data
would

provide

the

municipalities

Any new or replacement septic systems on all
non-agricultural lots that are less than 4050

shall follow Best Management Practices

The

As subdivision and / or development occurs,
lands required for future water servicing

Control application with drawings, RULSE

Individual

The Partner Municipalities will collaborate to
develop development charges through off-

Area. All construction projects including

8.2.7

multi-lot

developments shall assess the availability of

and targets shall be developed for the Plan

8.2.6

New

projects,

standards.
8.2.5

8.2.8

8.2.12

square metres (1 acre) or where 60 or more
lots serviced by private sewage systems are
within a 600 metre radius must be connected
to a functional regional wastewater system
or be serviced by a private holding tank/
communal wastewater system until the
functional regional wastewater system is
available.
Except for agricultural development, new
private sewage systems shall only be
permitted on lots greater than 4050 square
metres (1 acre) and where no more than 60
lots serviced by private sewage systems are
within a 600 metre radius.

with

appropriate data to consider appropriate
development regulations in the future.
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8.2.13

All new private sewage systems shall adhere

8.2.17

to all relevant provincial standards including,

construction and maintenance of major

but not limited to, the Alberta Private Sewage

transportation

Systems Standard of Practice 2015; Private

provincial highway intersections, within the

Sewage Disposal Systems Regulation; the

Plan Area following the creation of a regional

Public Health Act’s Nuisance and General

Transportation Master Plan.

Sanitation Regulation (AR 243/2003, Section
15) as it relates to the location of sewage

8.2.18

All future transportation planning and design
principles to reduce the frequency and

When a functioning regional wastewater

modes.

severity of collisions for all transportation

wastewater system shall be required, and/or

8.2.19

redevelopment projects that are expected to

lands connecting to wastewater system.

generate a significant amount of traffic, at the

As subdivision and / or development

FT

discretion of the Approving Authority.

occurs, lands required for future wastewater

servicing rights-of-way, as identified through

the mutual agreement of the Partner

8.2.20

DR
A

be coordinated between all municipalities

Transportation

The Partner Municipalities shall develop a

regional Transportation Master Plan to guide

8.2.21

future investment and planning initiatives

in the Plan Area with collaboration from all
local, regional and provincial stakeholders.

The regional Transportation Master Plan
shall include, but are not limited to:
a. A safety strategy;

b. A truck routing and goods movement
strategy;

Design and construction of roads within 0.8
kilometres of municipal boundaries shall

Municipalities, or subsequent studies, shall
be protected.

Transportation Impact Assessments shall
be required for all new development and

conversion of all private sewage systems on

8.2.16

including

consumption.

system is available, connection to the

8.2.15

infrastructure,

shall consider and incorporate road safety

systems and drinking water wells for human

8.2.14

The Partner Municipalities shall coordinate

8.2.22

adjacent to said boundary. Road standards
shall follow the Alberta Transportation
standards.

As subdivision and / or development occurs,
lands required for future transportation
corridors, as identified through the mutual
agreement of the Partner Municipalities, or
subsequent studies shall be protected.
The Partner Municipalities should adhere to
Transportation Association of Canada’s code
of practice for road salt usage.

c. A transit plan;
d. A network plan; and / or
e. An active modes strategy.
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9.0 Shared Municipal Services
Each Partner Municipality provides a wide range

offerings are working for the Partner Municipalities

of services for residents, businesses, and visitors

and are expected to support future development and

in the Plan Area including family and community

growth in the Plan Area. The intent of the Sylvan Lake

support services, emergency and health services

Intermunicipal Development Plan is to support those

and recreation and culture services. The delivery

existing arrangements and if necessary, provide an

models vary between the municipalities and often

opportunity to enhance service delivery options. The

include intermunicipal arrangements that increase

services in Table 2 are provided by the municipalities

efficiency and leverage costs. The current service

within the Plan Area.

Table 2: Shared Municipal Services and Programs

Category

Services Provided

Economic Development

The Town of Sylvan Lake, Lacombe County and Red Deer County have
individual economic development strategies and services.
The Town of Sylvan Lake, and the Summer Villages of Birchliff, Half Moon Bay,

Services

Jarvis Bay, Norglenwold, and Sunbreaker Cove share Family and Community

FT

Family and Community Support

Support Services; and Lacombe County and Red Deer County are partnered
with other municipalities. Lacombe County is partnered with the City of Lacombe
and Red Deer County is partnered with the City of Red Deer.
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As part of the Family and Community Support Services programming, the Town
of Sylvan Lake offers some housing assistance programming in addition to the
Red Deer Housing Authority that operates within the Town of Sylvan Lake.
The Town of Sylvan Lake Family and Community Support Services also offers
specific services and programs for youth.

Emergency & Health

All the Partner Municipalities are involved in pre-existing emergency
management plans. The Joint Emergency Management Plan includes Town
of Sylvan Lake and portions of Red Deer County. The Lacombe County
Regional Emergency Plan includes Lacombe County and the Summer Villages
of Sunbreaker Cove and Birchcliff. The Red Deer Regional Plan includes Red
Deer County and the Summer Villages of Norglenwold and Jarvis Bay. The
Summer Village of Half Moon Bay has its own emergency plan.
Regarding health services in the Plan Area, the Community Health Centre is
located in the Town of Sylvan Lake and serves the whole Plan Area.

Waste Services

The primary waste disposal site for the Plan Area is through a waste transfer
site located near the Town of Sylvan Lake. Alternate waste transfer sites are
located in Lacombe County at NW 34-39-03-W5M (at Rainy Creek Road near
Highway 766) or at Bentley, both of which are outside of the Plan Area.
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Category

Services Provided

Recreation & Culture

An inventory of recreation and cultural services in the Plan Area indicated that
most facilities are located in the Town of Sylvan Lake; however, outdoor recreation locations are spaced around Sylvan Lake in the various Partner Municipalities.
A municipal library and a multi-plex recreation centre are located within the
Town of Sylvan Lake. Recreation opportunities include 1 pool, 2 arenas, 5 curling rinks, an indoor track, multipurpose rooms, and an indoor play space. Within the Town of Sylvan Lake, there are also 3 tournament houses.
The Rainy Creek Community Hall at NE 32-39-01-W5M is located in Lacombe
County. Red Deer County’s community halls are located just outside the Plan
Area.
A formal boat launch and day use area is jointly operated by the Summer Vil-

FT

lages of Sunbreaker Cove and Lacombe County. The boat launch is located on
Lacombe County lands within the municipal boundaries of the Summer Village
of Sunbreaker Cove.

DR
A

9.1 OBJECTIVES

a. To support existing arrangements for delivery of
shared services between Partner Municipalities.

9.2 POLICIES
9.2.1

The Partner Municipalities shall continue

b. To provide opportunities for enhancing service
delivery in the future, if deemed appropriate.

9.2.3

Future opportunities for enhanced service

to collaborate on economic development,

delivery may be considered, as deemed

recreation, cultural, emergency and health

appropriate by the respective municipalities.

services initiatives, as appropriate.
9.2.2

The existing intermunicipal arrangements
for

delivery

emergency

of

and

recreation,
health

cultural,

services

shall

continue to be supported. Amendments to
these arrangements will be considered as
appropriate by the respective municipalities
involved.
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10.0 Collaboration and Plan
Administration

10.0 Collaboration and Plan Administration
Implementation considered from the outset is a
key Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
objective. Effective implementation is dependent on
ongoing and proactive communication and strong
relationships between the Partner Municipalities. This

10.2 POLICIES
Collaboration
10.2.1

work together to enhance and improve the

section provides clarity on the agreed upon processes,

Plan Area for the benefit of all parties through

roles and timelines for collaboration in general, the

ongoing communication, formal and informal

Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee, plan

discussions, and implementation of this plan

authority, annexation, referrals, plan review and

to reduce any potential future disputes.

amendment, and dispute resolution.
On-going oversight of the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

10.2.2

Municipalities

recognize

healthy intermunicipal relationships. The

Development Plan Committee with representatives

FT

Partner Municipalities will communicate new

from all Partner Municipalities will be mandated with

municipal plans, initiatives, data or studies

the responsibility for Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

that may affect the Plan Area as appropriate.

Development Plan implementation, monitoring and
Intermunicipal

Partner

communications in continuing to support

the Partner Municipalities. Therefore, an Intermunicipal

The

The

the benefit of proactive and ongoing

Development Plan is a shared responsibility between

amendments.

The Partner Municipalities shall proactively

Development

10.2.3

DR
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Plan Committee will develop a terms of reference

after the adoption of the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan.

10.1 OBJECTIVES

a. To provide a framework for on-going collaboration
between the municipalities in the Plan Area.

b. To provide clear processes for addressing
disputes, if they arise.
c. To identify appropriate review requirements to
ensure the policy direction remains relevant.

10.2.4

Each Partner Municipality shall include a
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development
Plan overview in their respective postelection Council orientations to continue
building understanding of the Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan’s value.

All

projects

implementation

undertaken
of

the

Sylvan

through
Lake

Intermunicipal Development Plan will include
a shared funding model appropriate to the
shared benefit of the project’s outcomes,
or other criteria as mutually agreed to.
All information created as a result of the
implementation projects shall be shared and
considered the property of the participating
municipalities.
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Intermunicipal Development Plan
Committee (IDPC)
10.2.5

10.2.6

Plan

f. Assisting with the resolution of disputes

Committee (IDPC) shall be established

in accordance with policies 10.2.32 -

between the Partner Municipalities.

10.2.34.

An

The

Intermunicipal

Development

Intermunicipal

Development

Plan

10.2.9

Municipal staff members are encouraged to

Committee shall be comprised of one

informally discuss intermunicipal matters and

elected

non-voting

consult with each other on an as-needed

Administrative staff member from each of

basis regardless of the committee agenda or

the Partner Municipalities. The Intermunicipal

schedule.

official

and

one

Development Plan Committee shall also
include a Technical Advisory Committee
comprised of administrative staff members
from each of the Partner Municipalities.
The

Intermunicipal

Development

Plan

10.2.10

Development

Committee shall meet annually or on an as-

or as opportunities arise.
of

the

precedence and reinforces the policies

Intermunicipal

Development Plan Committee shall include
the following:

10.2.11

a. Oversight for the implementation of the
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

Plan’s policies and required follow-up
studies/plan/initiatives;
b. Monitoring

Intermunicipal

the

Sylvan

Lake

Development

Plan’s

progress;

to the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan;

Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011).
The policies contained in the Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan represent
minimum standards. If a Partner Municipality
has

policies

in

other

statutory

plans

identifying higher standards than the Sylvan
Lake

Intermunicipal

Development

Plan

Each municipality shall act as the Approving
Authority

within

their

own

municipal

boundaries and be responsible for the
administration and decisions of all statutory
plans, land use bylaws, amendments thereof,

d. Reviewing any proposed annexations;
e. Discussing any other joint Sylvan Lake
Development

in the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

policies, the higher standard shall apply.
10.2.12

c. Reviewing any proposed amendments

Intermunicipal

precedence

Area Structure Plans, but is of the same

DR
A

mandate

take

including Municipal Development Plans and

and / or resolve any issues of mutual interest,

The

Plan

over all other municipal statutory plans,

needed basis to monitor, review, discuss,

10.2.8

The policies in the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

FT

10.2.7

Relationship with Other Plans and
Approving Authority

Plan

subdivision applications and development
permit applications as per the Municipal
Government Act.

opportunities or issues that may arise;
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
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10.2.13

Where a conflict between the Sylvan
Lake

as

per

the

Municipal

and the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

Government

Act

and

the

Municipal

Intermunicipal

Government Board Procedure Rules.

the

Development

Development
Approving

Plan

Any future annexation shall follow provincial
requirements

occurs,

Intermunicipal

10.2.16

Plan

(2011)

Authority

shall

consider the following:
a. Where

the

environment

Referrals

considerations
and

of

watershed

the
take

10.2.17

The referral area shall be the same as the
Plan Area as shown in Map 3.

precedence, the policies of the Sylvan
Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

10.2.18

of all statutory plans, non-statutory plans (i.e.

should take precedence.

concept plan, outline plan or master plan),

b. For all other considerations, the policies

land use bylaws, and amendments to each.

of the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County

Disposal of reserves shall be referred to all

Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011)

Partner Municipalities. Any other application

should take precedence.

the municipality deems appropriate may be

c. Any conflict may be referred to the
Development

Committee for direction.

referred.

FT

Intermunicipal

Plan

10.2.19

follow appropriate community engagement

to either the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
/ Red Deer County Intermunicipal
Plan

(2011),

policies

10.2.29 and 10.2.30 shall apply.

Annexation
10.2.14

Anticipated changes to municipal boundaries

should be limited to the lands subject to the

annexation request by the Summer Village of
Norglenwold to Red Deer County as per Map
3.
10.2.15

processes as outlined in each Partner

DR
A

Development Plan or the Sylvan Lake

Any future expansion of the Town of Sylvan
Lake shall be subject to the annexation
policies of the Sylvan Lake / Red Deer County
Intermunicipal Development Plan (2011).

All applications subject to intermunicipal
referrals as per 10.2.18 shall be expected to

d. Where a conflict requires an amendment

Development

Referrals shall occur for intermunicipal review

Municipality’s

respective

Municipal

Development Plans, Area Structure Plans,
and public engagement policies prior to the
intermunicipal referral process.

10.2.20 All referral responses shall be provided within
21 calendar days. If required and by mutual
agreement, a review period extension can
be established with explicit timelines.

10.2.21 In the spirit of collaboration and alignment of
the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development
Plan values, proactive communication is
encouraged, and referral responses are
expected to be provided to continue to
build two-way discussions. Municipalities
that have received a referral may consider
the following questions when preparing
comments or add comments on additional
intermunicipal matters:
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a. How does the proposed development

10.2.26 Should

impact the referral receiving municipality?

Plan

Committee will review any potential impacts
and discuss amendments necessary for

and lower density areas?

compliance.

c. How does the proposed development
environment

or

the

10.2.27 When the Red Deer Regional Plan is adopted
the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

watershed?
there

Regional

period, the Intermunicipal Development Plan

agriculture uses and / or higher density

d. Are

Deer

Intermunicipal Development Plan review

included between agriculture and non-

the

Red

be adopted prior to the Sylvan Lake

b. What buffers or transition strategies are

impact

the

Plan shall be reviewed in accordance with the
known

environmental

requirements of the Red Deer Regional Plan

concerns that should be considered?

and the Partner Municipalities may consider

e. Are there regional service delivery and

adopting the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan as a sub-regional plan, if

/ or infrastructure implications of the

acceptable to all Partner Municipalities.

proposed development?
Sylvan

Development

Lake

Intermunicipal

Plan

policies

10.2.28 Any municipality may propose amendments

FT

f. What

are

to

the

Sylvan

Lake

Intermunicipal

applicable to the referral comments and

Development Plan at any time, and third-

why are they important?

party requests (i.e., landowners) to amend
the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

10.2.22 Comments received from a responding

DR
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municipality shall be taken into consideration
prior to a decision being rendered.

10.2.23 If no response is received by the referral

timeline, lack of response will be deemed no
objection.

10.2.24 Changes to referral policies shall require

a written and signed memorandum of
understanding by all municipalities in the Plan
Area, but shall not require a public hearing.

Plan Review and Amendment
10.2.25 The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development

Plan will be considered. Proposed thirdparty amendments shall be submitted, in
writing, to the applicable municipality. The
applicable

municipality’s

Council

shall

determine whether the amendment will be
referred to the Intermunicipal Development
Plan Committee. All proposals shall include
a rationale for the proposed amendment
as well as suggested changes that may
be

considered

by

the

Intermunicipal

Development Plan Committee.
10.2.29 An

amendment

Intermunicipal

to

the

Sylvan

Development

Plan

Lake
has

no effect until it is adopted by all Partner

Plan shall be reviewed by the Intermunicipal

Municipalities

as

Development Plan Committee within 5 years

Government Act.

per

the

Municipal

of adoption and every 5 years thereafter.
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Dispute Resolution
10.2.30 Upon agreement by the Intermunicipal

10.2.32 The

Sylvan

Lake

Intermunicipal

an

Development Plan recognizes that there

amendment be accepted, the Sylvan Lake

could be disagreements on the plans and

Intermunicipal Development Plan shall be

bylaws subject to the referral process,

amended as per the Municipal Government

and / or interpretation of this plan, and

Act. Where the Intermunicipal Development

provides a framework for resolution of such

Plan Committee agrees that a signed

disagreements identified in Table 3 and

Memorandum of Understanding is sufficient

Figure 5. Key factors built into the Dispute

to address the concerns of a proposal, a

Resolution Process include a standard

formal amendment may not be required.

process with clear roles, communication, and

Development

Plan

Committee

that

timelines that result in timely resolution.

10.2.31 Should circumstances arise that result in the
repeal of the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan, all municipalities shall

10.2.33 Where the administration of one municipality
disagrees with a statutory plan, non-statutory

repeal the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal

plan (i.e., concept plan, outline plan or master

Development Plan, and replace it with a new

FT

plan), land use bylaw, and / or amendment

Intermunicipal Development Plan as required

to each, or interpretation of the Sylvan

as per the Municipal Government Act.

Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan, any
Partner Municipality may give written notice.

DR
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Written notice shall be provided to all other
Partner Municipalities of the disagreement
with a rationale, and initiating the dispute
resolution process.

10.2.34 Once a disagreement is identified through
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a written notice, no further action shall be
taken on the application or matter in dispute
until resolution of the disagreement has
been determined.
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Table 3: Dispute Resolution Process

Action

Description

Step 1: Issues

• Initiating

Timeline
Municipality’s

administration

provides

written 14 calendar days

Identified & Technical

notice to the other Partner Municipalities identifying areas of

Discussions

disagreement and requesting negotiation.
• Meeting hosted between members of the Intermunicipal 30 calendar days

Step 2:
Administrative

Development Plan Committee’s Technical Advisory Committee

Negotiation

with agenda and minutes.
• Meeting to involve all staff directly relevant to the matter under
dispute.

Step 3: IDPC

• Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee meeting hosted 30 calendar days

Negotiation

specifically to address the matter.
• Meeting to involve all staff directly relevant to the matter under
dispute.
Intermunicipal

Development

Plan

Committee

FT

• The

will

determine if all Partner Municipalities shall be actively involved
in the dispute resolution process, or if some of the Partner
Municipalities shall have observer status.
Mediation and

• Written request made by the initiating municipality to the

Appoint Mediator

30 calendar

Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee to identify a

days to appoint

mutually agreed upon mediator.

mediator

DR
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Step 4: Request

• Appointment of mediator completed.

Step 5: Mediation

• Initiating Municipality provides the mediator with an outline of 4 months & 9
the dispute and any agreed statement of facts.

• The mediator will be provided access to all records, document

months cumulative
total from Step 1

and information that the mediator may reasonably request.

• The municipalities must meet with the mediator as required,
and negotiate in good faith.
• The costs of the mediator will be shared equally between the
municipalities active in the dispute resolution based on the
decision of the Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee.
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Action

Description

Step 6: Mediation
Report

Timeline

• Initiating Municipality provides a report to the Intermunicipal 21 calendar days
Development Planning Committee outlining the areas of
agreement and no agreement.

Step 7: Appoint
Arbitrator

• Written request made by the Initiating Municipality to the

30 calendar

Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee to identify a

days to appoint

mutually agreed upon arbitrator.

arbitrator

• Appointment of arbitrator completed.
• Initiating Municipality provides the mediation report to the
arbitrator.
Step 8: Binding
Arbitration

• Arbitration to be hosted in accordance with the Arbitration Act.
• The costs of the arbitrator will be shared equally between the
municipalities active in the dispute resolution based on the

4 months & 9
months cumulative
total from Step 1

FT

decision of the Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee.
• The arbitration decisions to be provided through an order.
• If the matter is resolved during arbitration, a summary report
is required to be provided by the Initiating Municipality to the
Step 9: Appeal
Process

DR
A

other Partner Municipalities.

• If the approving municipality passes a bylaw to implement the As per the
proposal, then the Initiating Municipality may appeal that action

Municipal

to the Municipal Government Board under the provisions of

Government Act

Section 690 of the Municipal Government Act.
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Figure 5: Dispute Resolution Process

Action
Step 1: Issues Identiﬁed &
Technical Discussions
Step 2: Administrative
Negotiation

Step 3: IDPC Negotiation

Description
» Initiating Municipality’s administration provides written notice to the other
Partner Municipalities identifying areas of disagreement and requesting
negotiation
» Meeting hosted between members of the Intermunicipal Development Plan
Committee’s Technical Advisory Committee with agenda and minutes.
» Meeting to involve all staff directly relevant to the matter under dispute.
» Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee meeting hosted specifically to
address the matter.
» Meeting to involve all staff directly relevant to the matter under dispute.
» The Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee will determine if all Partner
Municipalities shall be actively involved in the dispute resolution process, or if
some of the Partner Municipalities shall have observer status.

» Written request made by the Initiating Municipality to the Intermunicipal
Development Plan Committee to identify a mutually agreed upon mediator.
» Appointment of mediator completed.

FT

Step 4: Request Mediation
and Appoint Mediator

» Initiating Municipality provides the mediator with an outline of the dispute
and any agreed statement of facts.

Step 5: Mediation

» The mediator will be provided access to all records, document and
information that the mediator may reasonably request.

» The municipalities must meet with the mediator as required, and negotiate in
good faith.

DR
A

» The costs of the mediator will be shared equally between the municipalities
active in the dispute resolution based on the decision of the Intermunicipal
Development Plan Committee.

Step 6: Mediation
Report
Step 7:
Appoint Arbitrator

Step 8:
Binding Arbitration

» Initiating Municipality provides a report to the Intermunicipal Development
Plan Committee outlining the areas of agreement and no agreement.
» Written request made by the Initiating Municipality to the Intermunicipal
Development Plan Committee to identify a mutually agreed upon arbitrator.
» Appointment of arbitrator completed.

» Initiating Municipality provides the mediation report to the arbitrator.

14 Calendar
Days
30 Calendar
Days

30 Calendar
Days

30 Calendar
Days to
appoint
mediator

4 Months and
9 Months
Cumulative
Total From
Step 1

21 Calendar
Days
30 Calendar
Days to appoint
arbitrator

» Arbitration to be hosted in accordance with the Arbitration Act.
» The costs of the arbitrator will be shared equally between the municipalities
active in the dispute resolution based on the decision of the Intermunicipal
Development Plan Committee.
» The arbitration decisions to be provided through an order.
» If the matter is resolved during arbitration, a summary report is required to
be provided by the Initiating Municipality to the other Partner Municipalities.

Step 9:
Appeal Process

Timeline

» If the approving municipality passes a bylaw to implement the proposal,
then the Initiating Municipality may appeal that action to the Municipal
Government Board under the provisions of Section 690 of the Municipal
Government Act.
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4 Months and
9 Months
Cumulative
Total From
Step 1

As per the
Municipal
Government Act
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11.0 Implementation
The Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan is a

The implementation plan (Table 4) is an assessment of

broad and high order statutory plan that has achieved

priorities within the plan for follow-up action. Each of

significant agreement between the eight municipalities

these actions will require funding and resources that

surrounding Sylvan Lake. As a broad plan, it is the

will need to be determined and confirmed through the

first step in committing to development patterns and

municipal budget approval process. For collaborative

harmonized development standards. It also identifies

projects to proceed, the Intermunicipal Development

where future collaborations are necessary so that

Plan Committee will confirm which projects will be

more detailed information can inform future planning.

pursued in any given year.

Implementation of the policies that direct future work

(collaborative and individual municipal) will be subject

will be necessary to fulfill the plan’s vision over the

to municipal budget approvals and development

long term.

standards in the year of implementation.

All prioritized projects

Table 4: Implementation Matrix

Action

Accountability

Lead

Timeline

Individual
Municipalities

Department

Immediate
(1-2 yrs)

Estimated
Resources /
Budget Required

Short (1-10 yrs)

Low ($1-$50K)

Long (11-20 yrs)

Medium
($51-$150k)

FT

Policy

Collective
Partnership

DR
A

Limited Partnership

Intermunicipal
Development
Plan Committee
(IDPC)

High ($151k+)

6.2.7

Environmentally
Significant Areas
mapping

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Long

High

6.2.7a

Interim Environmentally
Significant Areas
mapping

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Short

Medium

6.2.8

Natural Areas
Management Plan

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Long

High

6.2.11

Development of specific
Development Setbacks
for naturally occurring
tributaries

Individual
Municipalities

Planning and
Engineering

Short

Low

6.2.14

Development Design
Plan Criteria

Individual
Municipalities

Planning and
Engineering

Immediate

Low

7.2.1

Regional Trail plan

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Short

High

7.2.2

Partnerships and seek
grants for trail building/
management

All three options

IDPC

Ongoing

Low

7.2.3

Regional Recreation,
Parks, Open Space
Master Plan

Collective /
Limited

IDPC

Long

High

7.2.4

Lake Access
Management Plan

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Short

Medium
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Policy

Action

Accountability

Lead

Timeline

Individual
Municipalities

Department

Immediate
(1-2 yrs)

Estimated
Resources /
Budget Required

Short (1-10 yrs)

Low ($1-$50K)

Long (11-20 yrs)

Medium
($51-$150k)

Collective
Partnership
Limited Partnership

Intermunicipal
Development
Plan Committee
(IDPC)

High ($151k+)

Formal lake access point Collective
development - Site 5P
Partnership

IDPC

Short

High

7.2.9

Formal hand launch boat Collective
site for non-motorized
Partnership
crafts only - Site 2F

IDPC

Short

High

7.2.10

Appropriate road
allowance closure and
reclamation

Individual
Municipalities

Engineering

Short

Medium

8.2.5

Joint erosion and
sediment control
guidelines

Collective
Partnership

Engineering

Short

Low / Medium

8.2.7

Groundwater advocacy

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Ongoing

Low

8.2.9

Regional water supply
line off-site levy /
development chargesreassessment of
timelines

Limited
Partnership

IDPC

Short

Medium

8.2.16

Regional Transportation
Master Plan

Collective
Partnership

IDPC

Long

High

10.2.3

Update council
orientations to include
content on the Sylvan
Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan

Individual
Municipalities

Corporate
Immediate
Services / Chief
Administrative
Officer

Low

10.2.5

Establish the
Intermunicipal
Development Plan
Committee

Collective
Partnership

Corporate
Immediate
Services / Chief
Administrative
Officer

Low

Update all statutory
plans and Land
Use Bylaws to align
with the Sylvan
Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan

Individual
Municipalities

Planning

Immediate

Low

Update all engineering
standards to align
with the Sylvan
Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan

Individual
Municipalities

Engineering

Immediate

Low
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7.2.7 &
7.2.8
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Appendix A – Definitions and Acronyms
DEFINITIONS
Approving Authority: Each respective municipality’s Development Authority and Subdivision Authority as established
in the applicable Land Use Bylaw.
Biophysical Impact Assessment: A Level 3 detailed environmental study and review of a development project
that predicts, interprets, and evaluates impacts and mitigation measures to avoid, minimize, or compensate for said
impacts.
Confined Feeding Operations: The fenced or enclosed land or buildings where livestock are confined for the
purpose of growing, sustaining, finishing or breeding by means other than grazing and any other building or structure
directly related to that purpose but does not include residences, livestock seasonal feeding and bedding sites,
equestrian stables, auction markets, race tracks or exhibition grounds, as regulated under Agricultural Operations

FT

Practices Act and Agricultural Operations, Part 2 Matters Regulation.
Development: A change to the current state of the land and / or buildings including a change in intensity, a change
in use, and / or a change in grade, but does not include cosmetic changes that do not impact the above listed
conditions, such as minor landscaping.

Development Setback: The distance from the boundary of a waterbody (including lakes, watercourses, wetlands as

DR
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appropriate) to the closest building or structure.

Environmental Reserve: As per the Municipal Government Act, “Subject to section 663 and subsection (2), a
subdivision authority may require the owner of a parcel of land that is the subject of a proposed subdivision to
provide part of that parcel of land as Environmental Reserve if it consists of (a) a swamp, gully, ravine, coulee or
natural drainage course, (b) land that is subject to flooding or is, in the opinion of the subdivision authority, unstable,
or (c) a strip of land, not less than 6 metres in width, abutting the bed and shore of any body of water” (Section 664
(1)).”

Environmental Screening: A Level 2 environmental assessment that identifies environmental impacts and potential
mitigation strategies of a proposed development project including defined boundaries of an Environmentally
Significant Area(s).
High Water Mark: The line that separates the Crown-owned bed and shore of a water body from the adjacent
private land is called the legal bank (defined in the Surveys Act). Its location is synonymous with what is commonly
known as the ordinary high water mark.
Initiating Municipality: The Municipality(ies) within the group of Partner Municipalities that submits the first formal
request in writing.

Municipal Reserve: As per the Municipal Government Act.
Partner Municipalities: All eight municipalities in the Plan Area including Lacombe County, Red Deer County, the
Summer Village of Birchcliff, the Summer Village of Half Moon Bay, the Summer Village of Jarvis Bay, the Summer
Village of Norglenwold, the Summer Village of Sunbreaker Cove, and the Town of Sylvan Lake.
Preliminary Natural Site Assessment: A Level 1 desktop environmental assessment that provides an overview of
baseline environmental information and identification of the potential extent of Environmentally Sensitive Areas.
Plan Area: The geographical boundary of the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan as illustrated in Map 2
whereby all policies in the Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan shall apply unless otherwise stated.
Red Deer Regional Plan: The land use regional plan for the watershed of the Red Deer River as established by the
Province of Alberta.
Sylvan Lake Watershed: The land within the Plan Area from which all surface water, waterways and waterbodies

FT

drain into Sylvan Lake.
Top of Bank: The transition line between the slope where the grades exceed 15% and the adjacent upland area
where the grade is less than 15%.
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BIA: Biophysical Impact Assessment
ES: Environmental Screening

IDPC: Intermunicipal Development Plan Committee
PNSA: Preliminary Natural Site Assessment

SLMC: Sylvan Lake Management Committee

Office of the Operations Manager
Central Region

#401, 4920 - 51 Street
Red Deer, Alberta

March 27, 2020

Telephone 403/340-5166
Fax 403/340-4876

File: Lacombe County (ASP)

Red Deer County
Planning and Development Services
38106 RR 275 Red Deer County, AB T4S 2L9
Sent via email to: development@rdcounty.ca
Attention: Ron Barr, Long Range Planning Manager
RE: PROPOSED SYLVAN LAKE INTERMUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
JOINT PUBLIC HEARING

With reference to the above, I would advise that we have no objections to the proposed Sylvan Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan. If approval is considered, please be advised of our comments:
5.2 Land Use Policies
 5.27 – in addition to redesignations and subdivisions, the recent changes to the Municipal
Government Act require municipal statutory plans should also be referred to Alberta
Transportation. Continued referrals on development applications are also much appreciated.
7.2 Recreation Policies
 7.2.1 – The Sylvan Lake Boat Launch Access Strategy for Recreational Lake Access proposes
a regional paved trail paralleling Hwy 20. If the trail is adjacent to Hwy 20, coordination with
Alberta Transportation (through a Roadside Development Permit) is required to ensure the trail
cross-section ties into current and future Hwy 20 multi-lane highway right-of-way width.
8.2 Infrastructure Policies
 Stormwater Management – The current highway ditch drainage system in the plan area is
designed for rural/agricultural environments. Looking at the future land use map, there is a mix
of lower density residential, residential, commercial and developed/urban areas which may
propose to direct post-development drainage into road right-of-way, including provincial
highways. Proposals to direct development drainage into the highway right-of-way shall comply
with Design Bulletin 16: “Drainage Guidelines for Highways Under Provincial Jurisdiction in
Urban Areas”. The department may consider developer based proposals for drainage facilities
within the highway right-of-way where there is a benefit to Alberta Infrastructure and
Transportation and there is no alternative solution which is reasonably economical or
practical…drainage from adjacent developments to the highway shall not be allowed unless
the municipality agrees to undertake all necessary improvements to the highway drainage
system and downstream drainage course as well as secure the appropriate regulatory
approvals.
 8.2.16 – Consideration should be made to develop a joint off-site levy bylaw for the
coordination and maintenance of the upsizing of the transportation network (consisting of local
\\Goa\shared\TRANS\DS\CR\RD OPS\JOINT.DEV\Counties\Lacombe\ASP\Sylvan Lake - Red Deer County - Lacombe County IDP\27Mar2020 Sylvan Lake
Red Deer County Lacombe County IDP Referral Response.doc
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#401, 4920 - 51 Street
Red Deer, Alberta

Telephone 403/340-5166
Fax 403/340-4876

roads and provincial highways). Having a joint off-site levy bylaw in place ensures subdivision
and development proposals proceed smoothly because future highway intersection upgrades
are collected, planned for, and incorporated into the respective municipality’s capital plans.
8.2.17 – As the Transportation Master Plan (TMP) moves forward, grateful if Alberta
Transportation is circulated a copy for review.
8.2.21 - Alberta Transportation is unable to take lands for future highway improvements at the
time of subdivision. Provincial highway corridor protection is to be identified at the Area
Structure Plan referral stage, to be confirmed through ensuring building site suitability at the
subdivision referral stage, and enforced at the development permitting stage through building
setbacks. Continued referrals from partner municipalities at each stage is much appreciated.
We shared our future highway plans when reviewing the first draft of the IDP. Let us know if
you require additional details or information.

If you have any questions, please contact me or Carly Cowles at 403-340-5166. Thank you for the
referral and opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Sandy Choi
Development & Planning
SC/sc
cc:

planning@lacombecounty.com
info@sylvansummervillages.ca
planning@sylvanlake.ca
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Pamela Kutuadu, Alberta Health Services
November 9, 2020 1:11 PM
Cajun Paradis; Catherine Bulek-Lachman
Stephanie Gagnon
RE: Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan - Joint Public Hearing RESCHEDULED for
November 2020
IDP Sylvan Lake December 11, 2019.pdf

Hi Cajun,
No additions to our original comments dated December 11, 2019 (attached).
Donna retired, for future reference, please send all referral notices to centalzone.environmentalhealth@ahs.ca and our
other admin will allocated the referrals to the field staff.
I have also copied Catherine Bulek‐Lachman who is now the district inspector in Sylvan Lake.
Thanks,

Pamela Kutuadu (Stewart)
Public Health Inspector/Executive Officer
(PH) 403‐406‐1029
http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/eph/eph.aspx
“Be the change you want to see in the world” - Gandhi

For the latest COVID‐19 Guidelines, please visit: https://www.alberta.ca/biz‐connect.aspx

December 11, 2019
Lacombe County
RR3
Lacombe, AB
T4L 2N3
Attention: Becky Poschmann, Planner Consultant –Maven Strategies
Cajun Paradis- Lacombe County- Planner/Development Officer
RE: Sylvan Lake, Inter-Municipal Development Plan
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the aforementioned document. The review
conducted by this office, on behalf of the Alberta Health Services Central Zone
Environmental Public Health was done using a public health lens that includes
considerations for the design of healthy communities.
This review was done with the consideration of five health aspects: neighbourhood
design, transportation networks, natural environments, housing and food systems. The
content of this letter includes a review of how these considerations are incorporated into
the referral and any associate reccommendations. These concepts are part of the
Healthy Built Environments Linkages Tool Kit and are defined below:
Neighbourhood Design: Neighbourhoods where people can easily connect with
each other and with a variety of day to day services.
Transportation Networks: Safe and accessible transportation systems that
incorporate a diversity of transportation modes and place priority on active
transportation over the use of private vehicles.
Natural Environments: A built environment where natural environments are
protected and natural elements are incorporated, and are experienced by and
accessible to all.
Housing: Affordable, accessible and good quality housing for all that is free of
hazards and enables people to engage in activities of daily living while optimizing
their health.
Food Systems: A built environment that can support access to and availability of
healthy foods for all.
The proposed Inter-Municipal Development Plan (IDP) reviewed discusses the various
principles held by the Town of Sylvan Lake, Counties of Lacombe and Red Deer, and
the Summer Villages of: Norglenwold, Sunbreaker Cove, Halfmoon Bay, Jarvis Bay and
Birchcliff. The IDP outlines the specific policy statements on how to achieve the
identified goals and objectives relating to planning and development between the
various jurisdictions.

The combined population of 16,764 within the IDP area is mostly permanent residents
of the counties of Lacombe and Red Deer, Summer Villages of Norglenwold and Jarvis
Bay along with the Town of Sylvan Lake, while within the summer villages of Halfmoon
Bay, Birchcliff and Sunbreaker Cove the majority of the residents are seasonal.
According to ACPLF community profile, those over the age of 65 make up only 9% of
the population in the Sylvan Lake area, but is much higher for the summer villages, with
ranges from 14% in Jarvis Bay to 43.8% in Sunbreaker Cove. These are above the
Central Zone and Alberta averages of 10.7% and 12.5% respectively. This indicates
that while the Town of Sylvan Lake is quite young, the surrounding communities are the
exact opposite, and consideration for this aging proportion within the population is
essential when planning for the future to ensure their community is safe, healthy and
equitable to facilitate a good quality of life for all.
It has been shown that neighbourhoods can positively influence the overall mobility and
physical activity levels of older adults. Enhanced connectivity, such as the proposed
interconnected regional trail system, can encourage people to walk or cycle for
recreational or transportation purposes, thus increasing total physical activity levels.
Improving streetscape aesthetics and making streets more usable by providing
sidewalks, crosswalks, lighting and benches are all factors associated with increase in
physical activity, especially amoung older adults.
The ACPLF Healthy Communities Dashboard reports, that for the Sylvan Lake area,
65% of residents are not getting sufficient physical activity, this is in line with the 2016
Summer Villages census data that only in the communities of Halfmoon Bay and Jarvis
Bay do any residents utilize walking or cycling for their daily commute and that on
average 98% of residents rely on vehicular modes of transportation. As much as 50% of
adults and 91% of children and youth today do not get the recommended levels of
physical activity, contributing to the significantly increased obesity rates.
 Reliance on private vehicles limits opportunities for in-person connections which
can lead to feelings of isolation.
 Active transportation such as cycling or walking promotes physical activity that
has important health benefits, including significantly reducing the risk of allcause mortality, cardiovascular disease, obesity, type-II diabetes, and certain
types of cancer. Even moderate increases in the physical activity of Canadians
from suboptimal levels can substantially reduce incidence rates of major chronic
conditions, disease prevalence, and premature mortality.
 The Conference Board of Canada indicates that physical inactivity is the fourth
leading risk factor for mortality worldwide and it is estimated to contribute to 3.2
million deaths per year.

Sylvan Lake Community Health Center
4602 49th Avenue, Sylvan Lake, AB T4S 1M7
403-887-6788
Pamela.Kutuadu@ahs.ca
http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/eph/eph.aspx

Section 5.0- Future Land Use objectives include respecting the environmental features
and watershed in a defined growth area to support compatible growth that supports
agriculture uses while preventing premature conversion of agricultural lands for
development.
 Agricultural capacity is a key aspect of healthy food systems, some expert
opinion indicates that agricultural land and workforce capacity are essential for a
healthy food system, particularly at the regional or local level.
Balanced development with mixed use forms and higher density nodes is additionally
mentioned under Sections 2.5.21 and 2.5.4. With the encouragement of higher density
growth, it is important to clearly identify how the environment and water will be
protected. Section 5.2.8 requires that all multi-lot re-designations and subdivisions will
require area structure plans. AHS supports this requirement and requests the
opportunity to review them at the development stage.
Confined feeding operations will not be permitted within the Map 4 identified CFO
overlay, AHS recommends consideration for the minimum set back distances (MSD)
required by the Natural Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) as the MSD vary
depending on the animal type and numbers of the operation. AHS supports the creation
of Agricultural Land Stewardship programs that are encouraged under the IDP to
reduce negative impacts on the watershed and ultimately human health.
Environment and Stormwater Management
The IDP vision includes many priorities including high quality of life for residents,
protection of the environment and the watershed, sustainability and agricultural viability.
Section 2.5- Protection of the Environment and Watershed, indicates that 42% of
plan areas residents recognize the need for improved storm-water management, not
surprising as the Lake serves a vital role in the communities which are predominately
located within the lower lying areas of the region susceptible to high rainwater events.
AHS supports all the identified priorities of protecting biodiversity, preservation of trees,
prevention of sewage contamination, water quality protection and conservation of
natural areas.
The use of buffers and transition strategies within recreational areas identified on Map
3, to preserve environmental integrity and watershed sustainability. Section 6.0Environment, lays out the various levels of site evaluation that will be required for future
developments.
Level 1- Preliminary Natural Site Assessments (NSA) are required for all redesignations and discretionary for intensification applications.
Level 2: Environmental Screening (ES) and
Level 3: Scoped Biophysical Impact Assessments, are both discretionary, with
the exception of applications in Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA).
Sylvan Lake Community Health Center
4602 49th Avenue, Sylvan Lake, AB T4S 1M7
403-887-6788
Pamela.Kutuadu@ahs.ca
http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/eph/eph.aspx

AHS supports the creation an inventory of data to identify ESAs within the plan area and
measures to be taken to preserve/protect ESAs and the environment in general. AHS
supports provisions to ensure that incompatible land uses are avoided and requests the
opportunity to review these additional plans or evaluations/reports as they come
available.
The use of a minimum 30m environmental reserve dedication from the top of the bank
of the Lake, connected (where possible) to greenways and enhanced public access can
support protection of direct contamination of the lake, erosion of the bank and improve
pedestrian access which can encourage and facilitate non-vehicular lake access
ultimately improving physical activity within the community.
It was not clear if the IDP has a prohibition of any development within the 1:100 yr
floodplain or floodway, but it does mention the need for assessment of developments
proposed in areas prone to flooding. Section 8.0 Infrastructure in addition to the
requirement that any development, re-designation or subdivision within an area prone to
flooding to have a 1:100 year flood level confirmed by a qualified engineer, any
developments with a soil disturbance area of >0.4 hectares will require means of
erosion and sedimentation control. The prevention of development along the flood
hazard area is not only great for environmental sustainability, as it provides a means of
natural rain/ stormwater management but also provides natural areas for residents to
access.
Like all natural areas, Environmentally Significant Areas help to make towns a healthier
place.
 Plants filter air and water, help prevent flooding by absorbing storm water and
help keep cities cooler in the summer.
 Residents in environments with visible greenery and vegetation are 3.3 times
more likely to take up frequent physical activity than those in areas without.
 Ecosystem services are the benefits humans receive from nature (i.e., clean
drinking water, flood protection, food, shade and materials for fuel, shelter and
medicine). Green spaces have been linked to better mental and physical health
through increased physical activity, decreased exposure to air pollution, more
social interactions and/or feeling less stress.
Drinking Water & Waste Water
Section 8 stipulates the need for proactive groundwater monitoring and assurances that
all multi-lot developments provide servicing that will meet not only current, but future
resident needs and considers the possibility of a future regional drinking water line. AHS
recommends that, if not already done so, the lithology of the Town of Sylvan Lake
municipal drinking water wells and the regional hydrogeology be considered when
evaluating developments in proximity to them to ensure that the town’s drinking water
source is protected from contamination.
Sylvan Lake Community Health Center
4602 49th Avenue, Sylvan Lake, AB T4S 1M7
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Requirements for connection to regional waste water and restrictions on the use of
private onsite sewage systems where lots are too small or highly concentrated to be
supported are outlined in Section 8.2 Wastewater. These measures will help protect
groundwater and prevent the negative impacts of aging private systems long term. AHS
supports the requirement for all new or replaced septic systems on lots <1 acre or
where there are >60 lots within a 600m radius, to connect to the regional waste water
line as it becomes available. AHS supports connection to existing Alberta Environment
& Parks approved drinking water and wastewater systems
AHS recommends that under Section 8.2.12 inclusion of a statement that all private
sewage systems must also comply with the Public Health Act- Nuisance and General
Sanitation Regulation AR 243/2003, Section 15 as it relates to the location of sewage
systems and drinking water wells for human consumption.
Mapping of any current or historical industrial land uses, the location of the municipal
drinking water wells and existing communal sewage systems within the plan area are
recommended in order to prevent future potential incompatible uses, protect drinking
water sources and prevent negative health impacts on residents. Additionally, these will
be essential to ensure compliance with setbacks listed under Section 15 of the
Nuisance and General Sanitation Regulation (AR 243/2003).
Transportation
AHS supports the creation of a Transportation Master Plan, AHS requests the
opportunity to review this plan as it is drafted. A Transportation Master Plan can include
strategies to reduce exposure to noise, air pollution and increase general pedestrian
safety include the establishment of a dangerous goods route and use of separation
distances, buffers and traffic calming strategies.
 Acute effects of noise pollution include decreased sleep quality and quantity,
increased annoyance and stress. Chronic effects include: hypertension,
decreased learning and productivity and endocrine disruption.
 Air pollution, including particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) and ozone (O3)
generated from vehicular emissions, is a significant problem that can affect
human health and well-being). Trees and other vegetation are able to remove
pollutants and reduce human exposure in urban areas. Trees remove pollutants
through processes including dry deposition on the tree surface and stomatal
uptake of gases.
 According to the International Institute for Sustainable Development the direct
welfare costs of air pollution in Canada was estimated to be $36 billion in 2015
due to premature death and illness with premature deaths numbering 7,712
people a year for PM2.5 and ground level ozone.
 Better infrastructure designs for active modes of transportation can greatly
increase safety for all modes. For example, increasing the proportion of trips
Sylvan Lake Community Health Center
4602 49th Avenue, Sylvan Lake, AB T4S 1M7
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made by walking and cycling can also independently lower collision and injury
rates
 Cyclist and pedestrian safety can be a concern when sharing roadways with
motorized vehicles and could act as a barrier to the public use of active
transportation networks. Investment into the appropriate type and quality of
active transportation infrastructure helps alleviate those concerns and
encourage the public to increase their use of active transportation networks.
Undesirable neighbourhood aesthetics such as graffiti, litter, derelict buildings, and the
presence of heavy traffic can create a sense of unease and are associated with poorer
social cohesion and community interaction, in part because they interfere with
perceptions of safety and a positive sense of place. In the greater Sylvan Lake area,
there is an overall strong sense of safety and community, with 86% of residents
satisfied with general safety, 97% trust their neighbours, 95% have good relationships
with their neighbours, but only 83% have a sense of community inclusion and 48%
volunteer. Section 7.0- Recreation further mentions the importance of watershed
management within the Sylvan Lake area, formalized lake access and the creation of
regional trails with a dedicated maintenance plan. Maintenance of the trail system is
essential to ensuring access by all ages and abilities in a variety of modes, ideally year
round. AHS recommends that the regional trails directly connect to
paths/sidewalks/trails within town commercial areas where amenities such as grocery
stores are located to facilitate pedestrian and cyclist access where residents may
access healthy foods.
 A regional trail system provides connectivity and easy access to resources and
facilities through active transportation and encourages social capital and
community engagement, as residents are more likely to engage socially, trust
their neighbours, and get involved in local decision making.
Households that spend more than 30% of their income on housing are described by
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation as those in “core housing
need.” According to the 2016 national census, in some of the Summer Village no
residents that spend more than 30% of their income on housing costs, while in
Halfmoon Bay 13% if homeowners do. It is important to note the majority of the
population in the summer villages are seasonal, not year round, and thus the homes are
often vacation homes.
 Living in adequate quality housing is strongly associated with an increased sense
of safety, decreased crime, and improved social connections, when compared to
living in poorer quality housing. These factors help residents enjoy better health
and improved quality of life.
As development occurs, AHS recommends that consideration for brownfields and
possible contaminated sites be included. A brownfield is defined as an industrial or
Sylvan Lake Community Health Center
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commercial site that is idle or underused because of real or perceived environmental
pollution. While the IDP makes no mention of it, there is a known former landfill located
at SW-21-39-01 W5M. In 2014, AHS commented on the Highland Park development
application S-013-04. For this development, a Phase II ESA Report dated December
2008 and the Concept Plan for the development included a 300m set back, AHS
recommends that this be delineated on the plan area Map and mention of how such
sites will be managed within the plan area to avoid potential land use conflicts and
protect the health of residents.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this application, please contact me
Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 am and 4:30 pm.
Sincerely,

Pamela Kutuadu CPHI(C)
Public Health Inspector/Executive Officer
Alberta Health Services- Central Zone- Environmental Public Health
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From: Joel Mann
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 8:24 PM
To: Information <information@sylvansummervillages.ca>; Tanner Evans <tevans@sylvansummervillages.ca>;
tabeets@gmail.com <tabeets@gmail.com>; jwillmon@live.ca <jwillmon@live.ca>; kimball0985@gmail.com
<kimball0985@gmail.com>
Subject: Submission in Response to Notice of Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan‐Joint Public Hearing ("JPH")
Scheduled March 28, 2020.

Please find attached our submission (PDF) to your JPH originally scheduled for March 28, 2020, and a copy of your
Notice of such JPH (PDF). I am a property owner in the Summer Village of Sunbreaker Cove.
Subsequent to completion of our submission, we were advised that your March 28, 2020 JPH was cancelled indefinitely,
likely due to the current Coronavirus crisis. Based on Alberta’s current uncertain and adverse economic climate, we
elected to send our recommendations now, for your consideration. We appreciate you reviewing our recommendations
for implementation, at your earliest convenience.
We would appreciate you safeguarding this written submission for presentation on our behalf at the JPH when it is
rescheduled.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Respectfully Submitted,
Joel Mann
Property Owner,
Summer Village of Sunbreaker Cove

March 26, 2020
(PERSONAL
INFORMATION
REMOVED)
Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Planning Committee &
Summer Village of Sunbreaker Cove Council
Dear Sirs:
Re: Notice of Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan-Joint Public Hearing March 28, 2020.
I, Joel Mann am a property owner of a cabin (seasonal property) at 1305 Willow Road, Summer Village
of Sunbreaker Cove(“SBC”), one of the Summer Village members of your planning committee. We offer
the following submission in response to your Notice of March 28, 2020 Joint Public Hearing, herein
after referred to as the “JPH”(copy attached in PDF format).
Unfortunately, due to distance and being under Coronavirus quarantine, we are unable to attend your
public hearing as scheduled. Accordingly please accept this as our written response . We assume upon
receipt of our response, you will act in an agency capacity on our behalf. We assume you will fulfill the
following duties on our behalf:
-read the entire contents of our submission, without exception, at the JPH, when convened.
-you will safeguard our submission, until read on our behalf, at the JPH.
Section I: Background of General Economic Conditions
Canada, Alberta and the world are currently in a medical and financial crisis. Unfortunately our
Sunbreaker Cove Council has refused to recognize the AB financial crisis for the last 2 years as they
ploughed ahead with their “unpopular WWS project”.
-Over the last 2-3 years, the Alberta energy industry and related Alberta economy has been decimated
by our Liberal federal government green energy policies and low world prices. This has severely
damaged our Alberta economy, and specifically the energy industry, and the many related employees
and investors therein, many whom own properties in the area of the JPH.
-The recent Coronavirus medical crisis intensified in February 2020 and accelerated adverse financial
impacts. Some material declines through approximately March 23, 2020 are noted below:
-TSX index low 11,173 (down 6,797 or 38% from Feb 20, 2020 high 17,970)
-Dow index low 18,213 (down 11,355 or 38% from Feb 12, 2020 high 29,568)
-WTI Oil
low U$22.31 (down U$39.48 or 64% from Jan 7, 2020 high U$61.79)
-Energy Co Equities many have suffered declines of 75% or more from 2020 highs
-C$ (FCX) low 67.34 Mar 18, 2020 (down 8.85 or 12% from Dec 31, 2019 high 76.19)

Adverse impacts from the above observations impacting JPH property owners include:
-some property owners or their family/friends may be battling Coronavirus related health issues.
-personal savings including that of retirees, have been crushed by approximately 38% or more.
-WTI has collapsed adversely impacting the AB energy industry companies with bankruptcies and staff
layoffs/job losses, and flowing through to other related spin off industries and companies.
-collapse in the C$ means all imports will cost at least 12% more including FOOD!!!!
-AB government has lost its revenue base as well, and is now in crisis mode to try and ensure people can
eat, while trying to fight the Coronavirus. (We would be hesitant relying on anticipated provincial grants
to finance the Northern Lateral of the sewage system…….. its likely on the chopping block, or gone now.)
Section II: Property Owner’s Expectations of the JPH Participant Councils
Based on the financial impacts of the medical and economic crisis noted in Section I……..THIS IS NOT
BUSINESS AS USUAL!!! We encourage you to switch to survival mode, deferring most if not all capital
spending indefinitely until the Alberta economy recovers. Public elected officials should not fund
projects just because they were previously planned . You are expected to utilize all your energy and
imagination to cut capital, operating and administration spending to the bone, on behalf of all
property owners in the JPH areas. We also look to you to reduce our property tax assessments as
much as possible from current levels. We expect you to focus on a zero base budgeting basis. NO
SPENDING unless essential. We would expect all elected Councils participating in the JPH to act in the
best interests of their property owners. We certainly have these expectations of the Sunbreaker Cove
(“SBC”) Council.
The JPH is advised although SBC Council are duly elected, they do not enjoy the support of the
majority of the 271 SBC property owners. Permanent Resident Owners comprise 15% (41 lots),
Seasonal Owners approximate 85%, while SBC Council is comprised of 2 Permanent Owners or 66%. For
the last 2 years, SBC Council have expedited the installation of their SBC Wastewater System (“WWS”)
against opposition of the majority of the SBC property owners. The WWS is SBC’s “municipal gathering
system”, which would be tied into the gathering system planned to surround the lake. We are not
opposed to SBC paying their fair share of the gathering system around the lake which we estimate SBC
share to approximate $70,000 (net of AB government grants). We are against SBC Council committing
to spending a further $6 mil (approx. $25,000/SBC property with individual tie in)for the SBC WWS
municipal tied in gathering system, on a mandatory participation basis, when we all have legal sewage
systems. No feasibility studies have been conducted to justify it environmentally or economically.
Evidence SBC Council lacks WWS support of the majority of SBC property owners follows. In August
2018, we canvassed all 271 SBC properties. We visited with approximately 90 property owners. Most
(96%) were adamantly against the WWS, while only 4 were in favor of Council’s proposed $6 mil WWS.
Secondly, at a SBC WWS Financing Public Hearing held April 25, 2019, of viable submissions representing
38 properties, 37 (or 95%) were adamantly against Council’s $6 mil WWS. Thirdly, SBC Council has
refused all requests to submit the WWS proposal to an authorization vote of all SBC property owners.

Section III: Our Expectations of SBC Council Specifically
As noted in Section II above:
-Reduce or defer capital, operating and administration costs , on behalf of all property owners in SBC.
-Reduce our property tax assessments as much as possible from current levels. Focus on a zero base
budgeting basis. Minimize all spending unless essential.
-Effective immediately, defer indefinitely all capital spending commitments related to Council’s WWS
municipal gathering system. Council currently comprised of 66% Permanent Resident owners is in a
clear conflict of interest (representing only Permanent Resident owners comprising only 15%).
-Cease preparation of WWS related administrative bylaws, contingent on WWS authorization by owners.
-SBC Council is reminded of their fiduciary duty to the owners of all 271 SBC properties.
-We request Council to schedule a “specific WWS authorization vote” of owners of all 271 SBC lots,
ASAP. If Council refuses, we request they resign and schedule a new election as soon as possible.
-In order to ensure timely and transparent information for all SBC property owners, we request a copy
of this submission letter be uploaded to OUR SBC WEBSITE at your earliest convenience, or a copy
hereof be distributed with your next mailing to all SBC property owners.
Section IV: Other Recommendations for Consideration of the JPH Participants
-SBC Council has previously justified their $6 mil WWS municipal sewage gathering tie project on the
basis SBC existing LEGAL waste disposal systems are contaminating the “DRAINAGE BASIN of Sylvan
Lake”. Any WWS objectors were smeared as environmentally irresponsible. We disagree with our
Council and have an alternate opinion and the JPH should be aware of it.
-Lacombe County has been developing numerous areas all around the north and west end of Sylvan Lake
in the drainage basin, right down to the lake shore. Allowing the removal of many trees for such
developments. Their authorization of such lake front development is the biggest environmental threat
to Sylvan Lake…….to maximize tax revenues. Secondly, just because they require a sewage disposal line
around the north end of the lake, does not justify SBC being forced to participate in such disposal system
to make their development costs lower. Our SBC existing disposal systems are legal, and in good
working order……. SBC owners paying $6Mil to tie into Lacombe’s sewage gathering system does not
environmentally improve the lake at all. It just takes approximately $25,000 from each SBC property
owner. Thirdly, if Lacombe County had any environmental concerns for Sylvan Lake they would not
have approved the development of a 550 unit trailer/RV park due north of SBC, on Marine Drive.
-Lacombe County created a jumbo boat launch in SBC, and the majority of all Sylvan Lake boat launch
activity has been funneled into this single location. This maximized congestion and pollution in one
single point on Sylvan. It causes material pollution in a small area, and it creates a significant danger
when fast approaching storms pop up and all day use boats try to get off the lake safely at one exit.
Lacombe authorized developments on the north and west end, without any requirement for them to
provide adequate “PUBLIC ACCESS” boat launches, to take the pressure off the environmental damage
to SBC. We recommend Lacombe County ensure several other “PUBLIC ACCESS” boat launches are
developed as soon as possible on the north and west end of the lake to relieve the current SBC

environmental and dangerous boat congestion. We recommend he town of Sylvan Lake also commit
to ensure adequate “PUBLIC ACCESS” boat launch facilities are developed on Sylvan Lake south end.
Other:
Thankyou for the opportunity to submit our recommendations to you. We appreciate your
consideration. We understand “all submissions will be public information”, as noted in your notice of
JPH. This submission is also made on behalf of ‘Numerous Concerned SBC Property Owners”, whom will
be forwarded a copy. A copy will also be forwarded to all SBC Councillors and to AB Municipal Affairs.
Subsequent to preparation of our submission, we have been advised the JPH originally scheduled for
March 28, 2020 has now been cancelled indefinitely. Due to the severity of the AB financial crisis upon
property owners, we are forwarding this to your attention now. We would appreciate consideration
our recommendations are for immediate implementation at your earliest convenience. Please retain
and safeguard our submission as is, for presentation when such JPH is rescheduled.
Best of luck with your planning and administration in 2020…..we are in very difficult and uncertain
times. We appreciate your dedication and attention to this work on all property owner’s behalf. We
trust this meets with your approval.
Respectfully Submitted
On Behalf of Many Concerned Property Owners
Joel Mann
Of the Summer Village of
Sunbreaker Cove, Sylvan Lake, AB
Att: -PDF Notice of Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
Joint Public Hearing March 28, 2020

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jan Heck
November 4, 2020 1:58 AM
planning@lacombecountry.com; development@rdcounty.ca; 'info@sylvansummervillages.ca';
tevans@sylvansummervillages.ca; planning@sylvanlake.ca
development@sylvansummervillages.ca; tmusseau@sylvansummervillages.ca;
steph@mavenstrategy.ca; Cajun Paradis
concerns and questions about the draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan

Dear members of the SLIDP committee,
I may not be able to attend the public hearing on Saturday, Nov. 21, 2020, but I would like to submit my comments and
questions in writing, as follows. I will inquire about the possibility of joining the online video conference.
Thank you.
Janice Heck
(PERSONAL
INFORMATION
REMOVED)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Concerns and questions about the draft Sylvan Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan
‐

p. 15 – 2.3 – “The SLIDP is not a plan for the waterbody of Sylvan Lake itself ‐‐ lake management does not fall
within the municipalities’ jurisdiction.”

Sylvan Lake lies in a relatively shallow basin surrounded by farmland and natural parkland (mixed deciduous and
coniferous trees and abundant vegetation). As we know, the city of Sylvan Lake is at the south end, and there are
several Summer Villages around the periphery. There are also Jarvis Bay Provincial Park, and various summer camps,
private dwellings, and farms around the lake. There are environmental and municipal reserves and a natural area. New
boat launches are proposed, too, and there will be more boat traffic, fuel leakage, and discarding of garbage. Further
urban development adjacent to the lake can and will impact the water quality and the flora and fauna contained within
the lake, e.g. phosphorus from fertilizer released via farming practices and cottage owners’ lawns. There are at least
two spring‐fed tributaries that feed the lake, e.g. Northwest Creek, and Golf Course Creek. Small streams arise from
springs, and seep underground. Runoff, rain, snow, and groundwater from the surrounding area also make their way
into the lake. Oil well drilling occurs in the drainage basin, and there is the potential for contamination. Who, in fact,
does manage the waterbody itself? Who will be responsible for monitoring the condition of the lake, and for remedying
adverse events should they occur? What actions would be taken if the water quality is affected, and if the lake bottom,
substrata, wildlife within the lake, and shoreline is damaged or altered?
‐

P. 17 – “The feedback demonstrated a strong interest in protecting the environment and watershed…” With
regard to this quote – and the declaration above that the SLIDP is not a plan for the waterbody of Sylvan Lake
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itself – how will the environment and watershed be protected, as strongly requested by the survey
respondents?
‐

P. 18 – 2.5.2 – Trails – A regional trail which borders the lakeshore is not possible in certain areas. For example,
the portion between the Sunbreaker Cove boat launch and Sunhaven (Sunset) Beach was constructed several
years ago. It was impossible to maintain, as some of it is on a steep incline, and is subject to erosion and ice
dams during spring break‐up. It is also adjacent to bird nesting sites where red‐winged blackbirds, ducks, and
geese, etc., nest in the reeds along the shoreline. It encroaches on the yards of cottage owners who don’t want
their privacy disturbed. If a regional trail is eventually approved, there will be places where it will have to go
along road allowances or be constructed more than 3 metres from the shoreline. Who would be responsible for
maintaining the trail, keeping it free from hazards and deadfall, shoring up eroded areas on an annual basis, and
protecting riparian areas and wetlands? In some of the natural areas, many trees would have to be cut down in
order to construct the trail, thereby interfering with wildlife habitat and stability of the shoreline. I strongly
suggest that the SLIDP committee carefully study a close‐up GOOGLE satellite map of the Sylvan Lake shoreline
to assess which areas would be most at risk, and which areas would not be able to support a permanent
trail. What would be the environmental impact of the trail?

‐

P. 26 – To clarify, the Sylvan Lake watershed does not include the Blindman River or the Medicine River. They
are in separate drainage basins.

‐

P. 26 ‐‐ The regional wastewater line which has been completed (with the current exception of Sunbreaker
Cove), will presumably be constructed to allow more urban development around the lake. In other words, will it
have the capacity to support more dwellings and sewer line capacity? I’m not sure who’s in charge of this, but
perhaps Stantec can answer this question.

‐

P. 31 – Future Land Use Map – I realize that the yellow shaded areas and the yellow diagonally shaded areas are
not likely drawn to proper scale. However, I feel that there is far too much residential land designated! Why so
much? If you look at Sunbreaker Cove, it is a narrow strip of development which has environmental and
municipal green space reserve within it, and surrounding it. These yellow areas on the map do not allow for
environmental and municipal reserve, and they are much wider than the existing summer village(s). Will these
residential areas require paving, street lights, water lines, sidewalks, and other amenities? Will these new
communities be designated as additional summer villages? I note that Lacombe County has proposed the
inclusion of townhouses and apartments! Has anyone considered whether the existing aquifers will be able to
support residential water use on a year‐round basis? Will each dwelling need to have its own well drilled?

‐

In addition, will these new residential areas be using the existing beaches at Sunbreaker Cove and at Sunhaven
(Sunset Beach)? If so, there will be overcrowding and a lack of parking! What about toilet facilities? Will
existing trails be impacted by heavier use? Will this mean that even more woodland will have to be cleared to
provide extra parking lots and beach areas? Natural sand beaches simply don’t occur in this area. The sand has
to be trucked in, and is eroded constantly by the lake’s wave action and spring ice dams. Destruction of the
shoreline and changes to the riparian areas are supposedly not permitted by provincial laws, so how do you
solve this dilemma?

‐

What is the projected population growth for these new residential areas? Will firehalls, clinics, schools,
shopping, and other amenities need to be constructed as well? If so, then the quiet countryside ambience and
pleasant enjoyment of nature will be a thing of the past. Is this acceptable to current residents? I suggest that
the members of the SLIDP committee study the population demographic research as provided by the Sylvan
Lake Watershed Stewardship Society.

‐

Why is there a proposed green area (recreation site) at the north end of the lake? And I note that it is fairly
close to Northwest Creek and to the existing natural area (wildlife and bird sanctuary) as well. Perhaps it could
be relocated due to its potential environmental impact. In addition, a commercial strip is proposed adjacent to
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the current Sunhaven trailer and boat storage lot. That seems odd – unless it is felt by the SLIDP committee that
the future residential developments will support this somewhat isolated area of businesses and stores.
‐

What happened to the Sunbreaker Cove Open Space Plan which was proposed and/or finalized in 2016? Will
that plan be affected in any way by the SLIDP? In other words, does the SLIDP override the Open Space Plan?

‐

What are the policies with regard to cutting down trees on, encroaching on, or building on, municipal and
environmental reserves? At Sunbreaker Cove, some cottage owners have disregarded the rules, and have cut
down trees adjacent to the Glen’s Cove meadow in order to gain a better view of the lake, and/or to make a
lawn. Since these activities are prohibited on public land, what kind of fines or penalties are levied on those
residents? Who enforces this? And what plans are being made to plant trees and repair the damaged public
land? Whose responsibility is it to reforest or re‐landscape the area?

‐

P. 38 – 6.0 – Environment – “…dedicated to the long‐term health and sustainability of the lake and surrounding
lands…” And how will this be carried out and enforced?
6.1 – Objectives – “to protect the long‐term health of the watersheds and waterbodies…” There is a
contradiction here (6.0 and 6.1) with p. 15 – 2.3 – “The SLIDP is not a plan for the waterbody of Sylvan Lake
itself…”. Which one of the fore‐mentioned statements
actually applies? Please clarify.
‐

P 40 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas ‐‐ 6.2.7 – (d) – “areas important for maintaining water quality and
quantity”; (e) – “riparian areas”. Again, these requirements suggest that the SLIDP does have to pay attention
to the waterbody of Sylvan Lake itself! The aquifers, springs, tributaries, wetlands (e.g. Cygnet Lake), riparian
areas, and bird nesting sites, etc., all contribute to the health of the lake and its surrounding watershed. Further
studies are essential before additional urban development occurs!

‐

Other comments: I am glad to see mention of infrastructure requirements, transportation, and stormwater
provisions in case of flooding, etc. And disputes and disagreements will inevitably arise, so it’s commendable
that plans have been made to handle these.

‐

Have you given any thought to the following:

‐

Movement of hazardous goods or the possibility of chemical spills or emissions from sour gas wells, etc. This
leads me to ask about plans for the evacuation of residents in case of an accident, emergency, or
environmental disaster (earthquake, tornado, intense hailstorm, severe snowfall). Currently, there is only one
road leading into and out of Sunbreaker Cove. Some time ago, it was suggested that a road be constructed
between Sunbreaker Cove and Birchcliff, but the residents didn’t want heavier traffic or an invasion of their
privacy. If higher‐density urban residential areas are planned, what precautions will be taken to ensure that
road access is adequate and that traffic concerns are addressed?

‐

Policing and monitoring of the area – I feel that increased population density will require more policing and
peace officers to patrol both the existing summer villages as well as the proposed urban developments. And
nobody really likes this final question: what will all this do to our taxes?

Thank you for all your work on the SLIDP, and I would appreciate my questions being answered at your earliest
convenience.
Janice Heck
(PERSONAL INFORMATION REMOVED)
Seasonal resident of Sunbreaker Cove (since 1975)
(PERSONAL INFORMATION REMOVED)
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